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November 21, 2014

Via E-Mail

Kelli Cahill, Project Planner
Planning, Building, & Environmental Services Department
County of Napa
1195 Third Street, Suite 210
Napa, CA 94559
Email: kelli.cahill@countyofnapa.org

Re: Dtaft Environmental Impact Report for Walt Ranch Erosion
Control Plan Application #P11-00205-ECPA

Dear Ms. Cahill:

On behalf of the Sierra Club, Napa Group, please accept the fouowing
comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (?DEIR" ) for the Walt Ranch
Vineyard Convetsion Project (?Project") referenced above. The Napa Gtoup is patt
of the Sierra Club's Redwood Chapter, and includes several residents and property-
owners who w'll be directly affected by any advetse unmitigated environmental
impacts associated with the construction and long-term operation of the Project.

We have teviewed the DEIR, its technical appendices, as well as various
ancillary teference materials, inclu% those cited in the DEIR itself, 'V'e have also
coordinated with technical experts in the areas of biological resources, groundwater
hydrology, surface water quality, greenhouse gas emissions, and noise, as well as with
othet individuals, organizations and agencies concerned about the Project's impacts
on these areas of the environment. The County will be receiving comments from
these individuals and otganizations under separate covet.

Based this coordinated review, we conclude that the DEIR's disclosure,
analysis, discussion, and n'iitigation of several potentially significant Project impacts
in the EIR is fundamentally deficient as a matter of law. As a result, d'ie DEIR fails
as an informational document under CEQA, and the County may not properly rely
on it to approve any entitlements for the Project. 'V'e utge the County to prepare a
tevised Draft EIR that cotrects the analytic flaws described below, and to recitculate
it for an additional public comment period before taking any action to consider ot
approve the Project.

1 Sutter Street i Suite :300 l San F-rat-icisca CA g4iO-I ? l-el -fl!.i.369.9400 j Fax -il5.369.9405 l www.mrwclfeassociaics.coa
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I. Introduction

?CEQA's fundamental goal [is] fostering infotmed decision-making.? Laurel
He@hts ImprovementAsmciation 21. Regents of the Universi0 of Cajifomia (1 988) 47 Cal.3d
376, 402. ?An EIR is an 'environmental alarm bell' whose purpose it is to alert the
public and its responsible officials to environmental changes before they bave
reached ecological points of no return.?' Id at 392. ?'[T]he requirement of a detailed
statement helps insure the integrity of the process of decision by precluding stubborn
problems or serious ctiticism ftom being swept under the tug.?' Sutter S emiMe
Planning, Itxc. v. Board ofS4eniisors (1981) 122 Cal.App.3d 813, 820. It also ensutes
"the right of the public to be informed in such a way that it can intelligently weigh the
environmental consequences of any contemplated action and have an appropriate
voice in d?e formulation of any decision.? Entiironmentaj' P4atztzing and It4omation
Coutzcil v. Coumy ofEj Dorado (1982) 131 Cal.App.3d 350, 354.

In order to fulfill these functions, the EIR must ?provide public agencies and
the public in general with detailed information about the effect which a proposed
ptoject is likely to have on the environment; to list ways in which the significant
effects of such a project might be rninimized; and to indicate alternatives to such a
project." Pub. Resources Code, S 21061. The analysis must be specific and detailed,
and must also be supported by empirical or experimental data, scientific authotities or
explanatory information, including comparative and quantitative evaluation. Kitzgs
Cout*y Fam Bureau v. Ci0 ojHanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 724; U7iiittmn zi. Bomd
of Stiperpisors (19 79) 88 Cal.App.3d 397; Peopje zi. Coumy of Kern (1 974) 39 Cal.App.3d
830. Emphasis added.

As outlined in the following sections, much of this DEIR's discussion is
petfunctory, conclusoty, or otherwise insufficiently suppotted by facts, data, or
meaningful technical analysis. As a result, not only does the DEIR fall short of
CEQA's i?nformation disclosure tequitements, its ultimate conclusion that the Project
will have no significant unmitigated impacts of any kind is simply not supported by
substantial evidence.

II. The DEIR's Analysis Of Regional Air Quality Impacts Is Deficient.

The DEIR concludes that neither construction nor operation of the Ptoject
wiu cause significant air quality impacts with regard to emissions of criteria air
pouutants. The DEIR reaches this conclusion by comparing modeled daily emissions
of these ponutants w'th significance thresholds contained in the Bay Area ?Air Quality
A"Janagement Distt'ct (?BAAQA'fl)")'s CEQA Guidance document.
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Specificany, the DEIR states:

"the County has determined that the following BAAQMD CEQA significance
tnresholds for ponutants of concern shall be utilized to evaluate project related
impacts (B?AAQMD, 2012). For construction and operational related
emissions of crite.'a air pouutants, the 2010 B?A?AQMD CEQA Guidelines
provide a 54-pounds per-day threshold for nitrogen oxide (NOx), PM2.5, and
teactive otganic gases (ROG) and an 82-pounds-pet-day thteshold fot PM?10.?
DEIR p. 4.1-11.

The DEIR concludes that w'th implementation of cettain basic construction
mitigation measures set forrh in the B?AAQMD CEQA Guidelines, Project
constmction emissions of ROG, NOx, PMIO and PM2.5 would fall below the
foregoing pounds-per-day significance thresholds, and the Project would accoringly
have no significant air qua?ity impacts relating to regional air pouution. DEIR p. 4.1-
16.

'n'iis conclusion is inchoate. The DEIR reports that the Ptoject will be
constructed over a least a four-year period, with a six-month per year construction
schedule. DEIR p. 3-8. Yet despite this, the DEIR focuses its a:tt quality impact
analysis solely on d? emissions, while f'ailing to analyze and disclose the Ptoject's
? emissions of ROG, NOx, PMIO and PM2.5. Without such additional
information, the DEIR's regional emissions analysis is incomplete, and its conclusion
that Project constmction would not cause a significant air quality impact is not
supported by substantiffl evidence.

This failure to consider annual emissions likewise negates the DEIR's
conclusion that because the Project would not individua?ly exceed daily r?e(4onal
emissions operational thresholds, the Proiect would riot have a significant cumulative
impact relating to consistency with the Clean Air Plan (?CAP?). In this regatd, the
DEIR states:

"Any project that suppotts these goals would be considered consistent with
the CAP; therefore, if a project does not result in significant and unavoidable
air quality impacts, aftet the application of feasible mitigation, the project may
be considered consistent with the 2010 Clean Air Plan.? DEIR p. 4.1-12.

As described above, the DEIR contains insufficient information concetning the
Project's annual emissions of criteria air pouutants to support thjs overarching
conclusion that the Project's conttibution to regional emissions is less than
significant. Therefore, the DEIR's finding that the Project is consistent with the
2010 Clean Air Plan is cottespondingly not suppotted by substantial evidence.
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III. The DEIR Fails To Address Potential Health Effects To Nearby
Sensitive Receptors From Emissions of Diesel Particulate Matter
During Project Construction And Operation.

The DEIR is entirely silent on the potential cumulative health effects to
nearby residents resulting from exposure to toxic ai'r contaminants (?'TACs"), namely
diesel exhaust from diesel-fueled construction equipment, over the multi-year
schedule for earthmoving and other construction-related activities, as weu as ftom
any iesel-fueled equipment used duting Ptoject operations ovet time. This is a
maternal omission.

While much of the latget region's air pouutant problem stems from smog-
producing contaminants known as "criteria air pouutants" regulated under the
Federal Clean Air Act (see genetally, DEIR, 4.1-2, et seq.), other pouutants that
directly impact human health are also significant contributors. These pollutants,
teferred to as Hazardous Air Ponutants (?HAPs' "i by U.S. EPA and as Toxic ?Air
Contarninants (?TACs" ) by the California ?Air Resources Board (?CARB?), are
pollutants either known or suspected to cause cancer, serious illness, birth defects, or
death. Of all the various TACs that have been identified, the one most responsible
for the vast majority of increased cancer risk in California's urban area is particulate
matter from diesel vehicle exhaust, or "diesel particulate matter? (?DPM" ).1
Emissions of these patticles account about two-thirds of the total cancer tisk from
TACs in t}ie state. Id.

The DEIR acknowledges that there are sensitive air pollutant receptors (i.e.,
children and the elderly) living in the Citcle Oaks residential area irnmeffiately adjacent
to the Project site. Some receptors live as close as 30 feet away from the Project
boundary, and 120 feet away from closest vineyard block. There are also several
othet residences ?scattered in vicinity? of the Project in addition to several residences
0.5 miles to west. DEIR p. 4.1-1, 4.1-2.

The cancer-related health impacts associated with exposure to TACs,
including DPM, are measured in terms of increased cancer tisk. Such risk is
expressed as the number of additional people in a population of one million who
might be expected to get cancer ovet a 70-year? lifetime as a result of exposute to
TAC emissions. According to CARB, much of Napa County now experiences
elevated health risks from TAC emissions.

Given the multi-year constmction schedule, there is a strong potential for
cancer-causing emissions of DPM from diesel-powered construction equipment to

1

See CARB, ?Report on Diesel Bxhaust? (1998), available at:
http : / / www.arb.ca.gov / toxi cs / dieseltac / de- fn ds.htm.
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impact sensitive receptors living in the homes nearby. This problem vr3Jl be
aggravated to the extent vieyard operations continue to rely on diesel equipment
over time.

The DEIR should be revised and recitculated to provide an assessment of the
incremental health risk to sensitive teceptots in the Circle Oaks residential
subdivision from exposure to DPM/TACs emitted during the four-year construction
petiod for the Project. The assessment should examine not only the Project's
individual impacts to the health of nearby sensitive receptors, but should consider the
cumulative impact, i.e., whether its TAC emissions combined with those from other
past, present, and foreseeable futute soutces in the same atea would result in a
significant health tisk. If the results show exceedances of applicable significance
criteria, then mitigation will be required.

IV. The DEIR's Approach To Mitigation For Loss of Sensitive Habitat
Ateas Is Legauy Flawed.

As the DEIR correctly notes, Napa County General Policy CON-24 caus for
the maintenance and improvement of oak woodland habitat to provide for slope
stabilization, soil protection, species iversity, and wildlife habitat through
approptiate measutes. These measutes tequire ptesetvation of existing oak woodland
resources whenever ?feasible," with mitigation in the form of replacement habitat
permissible Q!!!  upon a factual showing of infeasibility.

For example, Policy CON-24 sets forth the following mandatory policies:

?a) Preserve, to the extent feasible, oak trees and other significant vegetation
that occur near the heads of drainages ot depressions to maintain djver?s% of
vegetation type and wildlife habitat as part of agricultural projects.

b) Comply with the Oak Woodlands Pteservation Act (PRC Section 21083.4)
regarding oak woodland preservation to conserve the integyity and diversity of
oak wooaands, and tetsffln, to the maximum extent feasible, existing oak
woodland and chaparral communities and other significant vegetation as part
of residential, commercial, and industrial approvals.

c) Provide replacement of lost oak woodlands or preservation of Eke habitat at
a 2:1 ratio when retention of existing vegetation is found to be infeasible.
Removal of oak species limited in disttibution shall be avoided to the
maximum extent feasible.
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e) Maintain, to the extent feasible, a mixture of oak species which is needed to
ensure acorn production. Black, canyon, lisve, and brewer oaks as well as blue,
white, scmb, and live oaks are common associations.? DEIR p. 4.2-75,76.
Emphasis added throughout.

Iikewise, General Plan Policy CON-17 mandates no net loss of native grasslands,
serpentine gtasslands, mixed serpentine chapattal, and othet sensitive biotic
communities, as weu as habitats of limited distribution, through avoidance,
restoration, ot teplacement 'swher?e feasible. Where avoidance, restoration, or
teplacement is not feasible, preservation of like habitat at a 2:1 tatio ot greatet is
tequired. DEIR p. 4.2-81. Genetal Plan Policy CON-2 requites, too, that: "existing
significant vegetation be retained and mcorpotated into agricultural projects to reduce
soil erosion and to retain wildlife habitat. When retention is found to be infeasible,
replanting of native or non-invasive vegetation shall be required.?

Taken together, all these General Plan provisions plainly reflect the County's
unambiguous policy that removal of oak woodland, native gtasslands, and other
sensitive habitats for purposes of project development is permissible if and only if
thete exists no feasible means of avoiding or preserving the habitat in situ. Under
CEQA, feasibility is assessed in tetms of several factors, including (but not limited to)
economic viability as documented by financial analysis and ei"idence.

The DEIR disdoses that with certain identified avoidance measures, namely
telocation of access roads, the Project would ?preserve? 8.65 acres of native
grasslands on the 'Xyalt Ranch propetty, while 1.15 acres would be lost. The DEIR
states that: ?[t]he direct impact of 1.15 actes of native grasslands shall be mitigated by
preserving the remainder of the native grasslands mapped onsite and enhancing
existing non-native grassland to in-kind native teference grasslands at a 2:1 ratio (2.30
acres)." Mitigation Measute 4.2-1.

The DEIR repeats this approach with tegaxd to Project-caused losses of Black
Oak and Blue Oak Alliance habitat. According to the DEIR, the Proiect would
impact 38.35 acres (12.08 percent) of Black Oak Alliance habitat on the ptopetty. It
then states, without support, that: ?[g]iven the extent of this habitat type on the
property (317.51 acres), it does not require fun avoidance.? DEIR p. 4.2-88,
emphasis added.2 Accor%ly, the DEIR proposes to avoid only 2.5 actes of Black
Oak ?Alliance habitat, with the remaining habitat loss ?n'fftigated? by on-site
preservation. As for Blue Oak Alliance habitat, the DEIR reports the Project would

2 Notbing in the General Plan would appear to allow a Project to bypass the habitat
loss-avoidance policies simply because the habitat was ?extensive" on the property.
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impact 6.26 acres (33.86 percent), with approximately 3.6 acres of that being avoided,
with the remainirig loss 2.6 acres mitigated by on-site preservation.

There are two fundamental problems with the DEIR's approach to disclosure
and mitigation of impacts stemming from the petmanent loss of these sensitive
habitat types. ?, the DEIR provides no evidence or information whatsoever
show'ng that avoidance of all the potentially affected ,orassland areas is in fact truly
infeasible. In ordet to ensute consisteng with govetning mandatory policies of the
Genetal Plan, i.e., to &osv fot any loss of such habitat, whet?aier mitigated ot not, the
County must fitst make an affirmative finding that avoidance is infeasible. Under
CEQA, that a finding must be based on substantial evidence, which in mtn tequires
meaningful disclosute of facts and analysis in an EIR.

?, the DEIR cites no authority for the proposition that preserving
habitat ?, even at a 2:1 ratio, constitutes adequate mitigation for the permanent
loss of the acreage identified.3 If any of the on-site "mitigation? habitat is currently
incapable of being developed fot any reason, whether due to legal/te,oulatory
constraints, ot physical constraints such as slope, topogtaphy, water supply/dtai?nage,
etc., then ?preservation? of such habitat via deed restriction, conservation easement
or otherwise cannot count as actual mitigation.

Accordingly, the Count5r should provide the following information, preferably
in a revised Draft EIR circulated fot further public comment:

* An explanation, based on facts and reasoned analysis, of why complete
avoidance of native grasslands, Black Oak ?Alliance and Blue Oak Alliance
habitat is infeasible economically. "The explanation should include financial
information sufficient so show the Project would not and could not possibly
be profitable if the losses to these habitat areas identified in the DEIR were
avoided.

* ?An explanation of the legal, regulatory, ot factual basis for the DEIR's
statement that "[gliven the extent of [Black Oak Alliance] habitat type on the
property (317.51 acres), it does not require full avoidance.? DEIR p. 4.2-88.

* A factual and legal showing that the on-site acreage of Black Oak ?Alliance,
Blue Oak Alliance, and native grasslands that the DEIR identifies for
preservation as mitigation for associated habitat losses constitutes actual,
adequate mitigation under CEQA. This showing should ptovide facts and

3 'The DEIR repeats tbis errot in its discussion of climate change impacts relating to
carbon sequestration. See ffiscussion, below.
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evidence showing, at a tninimum, that all of the preserved acreage could be
feasibly developed in the future, both from a legal/regulatory standpoint as
weu as a topogtaphy/tesoutce constraint standpoint.

V, The DEIR Is Deficient In Its Analysis And Its Proposed Mitigation Of
The Project5s Climate Change Impacts.

Preliminatily, we note that although the DEIR's Air Quality section discusses
the current regulatory fr?m>ewotk for addressing global climate change impacts at the
ptoject level, the discussion of this Project's potential impacts from constri?iction and
opetational emissions of greenhouse gasses ("GHGs") does not appeat until the
DEIR's subsequent discussion of cumulative air quality impacts. DEIR p. 6-13 ff.
While this choice may syB immaterial, it likely is not. Under CEQA: ?The
discussion of cumulative impacts shall reflect the severity of the impacts and their
likelihood of occurrence, but the iscussion need not provide as great detail as is
ptovided for the effects attributable to the protect alone.?' Emphasis added. In other
words, by choosing to place the discussion of climate change impacts in the chapter
on cumulative impacts, the DEIR pteparets have nominally avoided evaluating these
impacts with the appropriate level of detail. Given the analytic omissions identified
below, this choice conttibuted to an unsubstantiated finding that the Project would
have no significant climate change impacts.

For the Project's operational GHG emissions, the DEIR cites and adopts the
B?AAQMD significance threshold of 1,100 metric tons per year of CO2 equivalent.
For construction emissions, the DEIR cites and adopts Solano County's approved
C?imate Action Plan ("CAP" ) foi' regulatory guidance, according to which an
agticultural project's GHG emissions may be found to reduce GHG emissions by 26
percent, hence to less-than-significant levels, if the project adheres to certain
enun'ierated best management practices (?BMPs?). DEIR p. 6-15.

The DEIR goes on to isclose that the Ptoject's GHG emissions ftom
construction activities, combined with those from tree temoval, total 105,849 mettic
tons of COze. The DEIR then states that preservation of 248 acres of woodland on-
site would result in carbon sequestration of 27,528 MT of COze, based on the
California Emissions Estitnator ?Model's emission factor of 111 MT of CO2e pet acre
of "trees,? wbich would comprise a 26 percent reduction in the Project's GHG
emissions, leading to a finding of less-than-significance. DEIR p. 6-17.

This apptoach to mitigation of the Project's GHG emissions-related impacts
is flawed in sevetal material respects. ?, on-site conservation easements ate not
acceptable as full mitigation, since they only serve to limit the amoi?int of damage
done by the Project, not mitigate that damage. Any claimed sequestration benefit
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from preserving 248 acres of woodland on the property is illusory, since under
current baseline conditions that same degree of sequestration is already occurring and
would continue to occur, with or without the Project. Regardless, there is insufficient
information in the DEIR from which to assess the claim that the 248 acres of

?preserved? woodland would truly be at risk from development. Even after
accounting for the referenced tree canopy retention and steep slope development
restriction policies (DEIR p. 6-18), it is highly probable, if not virtually certain, that
existing watershed protection polices, water system and utility constraints, and gtowth
conttol measures render these 248 actes functionally undevelopable." As a tesult,
there is no substantial evidence in the DEIR to support the claim that pteserving 248
actes of woodland on the property constitutes valid mitigation fot the Project's
catbon-sequesttation impacts.

?, the DEIR contains no analysis of the COze emissions that will result
if the downed ttees are burned, left to decompose, or isposed of by some other
means. The quantity of emissions may vary considerably depending on the disposal
met?hod used. 'In?ie DEIR reports simply that the Project would ?rninimize the
buri'iing of ttees and wood temoved for vineyard development, and conduct any
burning within BAAQMD guidelines.? DEIR p. 6-20. The DEIR should be updated
to include an estimate of emissions from downed ttees based on the anticipated
method of disposal.

?, there is insufficient evidence in the DEIR to assess the quantitative
extent of the carbon sequestration loss resulting ftom the Project. It is we?l
established that the rate of carbon sequestration depends on tbe growth
characteristics of the tee species, the conditions for growth whete the tree is planted,
the age of the tree, and the density of the tree's wood. See N. L. Stephenson, et al.,
?Rate of Ttee Carbonizat'on Increases Continuously With Tree Size,? in Nature, No.
507 (March, 2014). The DEIR's assumption that every acre of trees on this Project's
site will sequester 111 MT of CO:.e per yeat regardless of species mix, tree age, wood
density, etc., is simply not supported by substantial evidence. Accordingly, the
County should ptovide, in a revised Draft EIR, a reasonable inventory of the species
mix, tree count, tree age, etc., for both the 248 acres of wooaand proposed for
"preservation? on the site, together wi th appropriate, correlated carbon sequestration
capacity information.

VI. The DEIR's Approach To Cumulative Impact Analysis In General Is
Legauy Flawed.

In addition the specific deficiencies previously discussed, we find the DEIR's
ove:tall approach to evaluating the Ptoject's cumulative impacts to be legally inco?ttect.

4

S ee further comments below re: Oak Woodland habitat mitigatiori.
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This is mainly due to the fact that the DEIR concludes, for many impact categories,
that simply because the Project's individual impacts are (allegedly) less than
significant, its cun?iulative impacts must *etefote be as well. As explained below, this
approach is inconsistent with the CEQA-prescribed methodology for evaluating a
project's cumulative impacts.

The CEQA Guidelines define "cumulative impacts? as the combined change
in the environment resulting from a proposed project in combination with other
?past,? ?present" (i.e., existing) and foteseeable ?fumte" projects:

?'Cumulative impacts' tefet to two or mote individual effects which, when
consideted togethet, are considerable or which compound or inctease other
environmental impacts. [$ (a) The inividual effects may be changes
resulting from a single project or a number of separate ptojects. [% (b) The
cumulative impact from several protects is the change in the environment
which results ftom the incremental impact of the ptoiect when added to other
closely related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future
projects. Curnulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant projects taking place over a period of time.?
Guidelines, S 15355, emphasis added.

The Guidelines in turn set forth a lead agency's obligations for evaluating a project's
cumulative impacts in an EIR. Section 15130(a) in pertinent part provides:

"An EIR shall discuss cumulative impacts of a project when the project's
incremental effect is cumulatively considerable, as defined in section
1 5065(a%3). Where a lead agency is examining a project with an mctemental
effect that is not 'cumulatively considerable,' a Iead agency need not consider
that effect significant, but shau briefly describe its basis for concluing that the
incremental effect is not cutnulatively considerable.?

Cumulative impact analysis is, accordingly, a two-step ptocess that tequites an
agency to make the fouowing detetrninations: (1) whe ther the impacts of the project
in combination with those from other projects are cumulatively significant, and (2) if
so, whethet the project's own effect is a considerable conttibution. Guidelines, !S
151 30(a); see Kostka and Zischke, Pradite Under the Califomia EnvirotzmemalQtali0 Act
(2nd Ed., 201 1 Update), SS 13.39. 1 5.52; Remy, Thomas, et al, Guide to CEQA (1 1th
Ed., 200a7), pp. 474-475. Thus, in step one of the two-step analysis, the agency must
determine whether the combined effect of the project and other past, present and/ or
future projects ?when corisidered together? is significant, because those impacts may
be "individuauy minor but couectively significant.? Comymnitiesfor a Better Ewiroiwent
p. Califomia ResottrcesAgmy ("CBE?) (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 119-120.
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In step two, if there is a significant combined effect, the agency must then
separately consider whether the project's contribution to that effect is itself
considerable, i.e., "whether 'any aditional amount' of effect should be considered
significant in the context of the existing cumulative effect.? CBE at 119. Thus, ?the
lead agency shall consider whether the cumulative impact is significant and whether
the proposed project's incremental effects are cumulatively considerable.? CBE at
120, emphasis added. Importantly, the analysis must consider all sources of "related
impacts,? including past, present, and potential future projects. Guidelines, S
15130(a)(1), (b).

Finauy, ?[tlthe requirement for cumulative impact analysis must be interpreted
so as to affotd the fullest possible protection of the en'iritonment . . .? because de-
emphasizing cumulative impacts ?impedes meaningful public discussion and skews
the decision maker's perspective . . . .? Citizem to Preserve the Ojai, supra, 176
Cal.App.3d at 431-432. Condusory analysis is not sufficient; reasoned analysis is
required. Whitman v. Bd. ofS4eniisors (1 979) 88 Cal.App.3d 397, 411.

Here the DE?R's analyses of cumulative impacts on biological resources,
water supply and hydrology, and climate change all conclude, in essence, that because
the Project would not have a significant individual impact in these areas, it '4:iso fado
will not have a sibonificant cumulative impact. As the foregoing statement of the law
should confirm, the DEIR reached tbis condusion without adhering to the two-step
methodology required under CEQA. On the conttar5r, the DEIR atticulated the step-
two conclusion (the Project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable)
without first performing step-one of the analysis (determining whether there the
Project will contribute to existing cumulatively significant problem).

This approach is precisely what the courts have discountenanced. 'The cases
are clear that an EIR may not conclude a cumulative impact is insignificant merely
because the project's individual contribution to an unacceptable existing condition is,
by itself, relatively small. L"l USD, mpm, 58 Cal.App.4th at 1025-1026 (rejecting
EIR's teasoning that because noise levels around schools *ea;?dy exceeded governing
standards, new noise source would have insignificant impact); CBE, st@ra, 103
Cal.App.4th 98, 117-118, 121 (invalidating CEQA Guidelines ptovision that de
minimis impacts are necessarily less than considerable); see also Kings Courdy Fam
Bureatt, 4ra, 221 Cal.App.3d at 718. Indeed, ?the greater the existing environmental
ptoblems ate, the lowet the threshold should be for tteating a ptoject's conttibution
to cumulative impacts as significant.? CBE, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at 120. Thus,
even if a given project has only an "individuauy minot? impact, its contribution to an
existing environmental problem may nevertheless be "cumulatively considerable,?
hence significant, and hence requiring mitigation measures under CEQA. CBE at
120; see ajso Guidelines, SS 15355(b), 15065(a)(3); LA USD, 4ra, 58 Gal.App.4th at
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1024-25 (individually insignificant noise increase may nonetheless be cumulatively
considerable).

The County should prepare a revised DEIR that includes a legaJly adequate,
two-step analysis of the Project's cumulative impacts in all relevant topic areas.

'The DEIR Improperly Ignores The Project's Potential Growth-
Inducing Impacts

VII.

Under CEQA, an EIR must desctibe any growth-inducing impacts of a,?
ptoposed project. Pub. Resoutces Code S 21100(b)(5); Guidelines, S 15126(d). An
EIR must discuss "thc ways in which the project could ditectly ot indirectly foster
economic or population or the construction of new housing in the surrounding
environment. Guidelines, S 15126.2(d). Specifically, and most relevant here, the
discussion must also describe growth-accommodating features of the project that
may remove obstacles to population gtovth. Chatacteristics of the project that may
encoui'age and facilitate other activities that could have a significant effect on the
envitonment, eithet individually or curnulatively, should also be discussed. An EIR
must discuss growth-inducing effects even though those effects win tesult only
indirectly from the project. Na?pa Citi:<ens for Hortest Gov't ti. Napa Commy Bd. oj
St@ervisors 92001) 91 Cal.App.4' 342, 368. See Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the
Califomia Entiironmemal Qwli0 Act (2d ed, 3 / 14 update), S 13.55.

Here, the DEIR concludes the Proiect has no potential at all to cause growth
iriducing impacts:

?No growtb inducement is expected to be generated ftom installation of
#P1 1-00205-ECPA. As iscussed in Section 1.O Introduction, tbe Proposed
Project would not result in new homes, busiriesses, or public roads and would
not increase demand for public services, infrastrucmte, or utility service
systems. The ptoject is consistent with Napa County Genetal Plan and zoning
agticulmtal designations fot the site. No induced population gtowth would
occur &ectly or indirectly.? DEIR p. 6-31.

This conclusion is belied by the DEIR's Project Description, which states that the
Project includes convetsion of 356 acres to vineyard use, with a total of 65 svmeyaxd
blocks proposed on 35 parcels that together comprise the 2,300 Walt Ranch property.
DEIR p. 3-1. The Project also includes::

?Improvement and maintenance of approximately 21 n'iiles of existi?ng roads
for year round access to the property. Select existing road segments would be
tealigned, requiring ?irnited new toad consttuction in select locations. Access
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roads between vineyard blocks would be constructed in select locations within
the 507 gross acres, resulting in the constmction or realignment of
approximately 5.6 miles of new toads;? DEIR p. 3-7,

Given that the ptopctty comprises 35 discrete, pre-existing patccls, and that the
Ptoject involves the improvement and maintenarice of 21 miles of existing roads plus
the construction /realignment of 5.6 miles of new roads, it is foreseeable that the
Ptoject could induce future populatiori growth from the sale of individual patcels and
associated vineyard blocks fot ?vineyard estate?-type tesidential development. 'The
DEIR should therefore disclose and evaluate the potential individual and cumulative
impacts of potential future population gtowth resulting from residential development
induced by the toad construction component of the Ptoject in tandem w'th the
existence of 35 pre-existing patcels. In particular, the DEIR should examine the
potential impacts to traffic, water supply, biological resources, and public services.

Please note that if the Project proponent/developer asserts that it has no
interition of semrig or developing the individual parcels in tbis manner, such that no
discussion of growth-inducing impacts in the DEIR is necessai7, then the County
should ctaft a condition of apptoval to ensure this does not occur. If the Project
proponent is unwilling to accept such a condition, then the DEIR must include the
appropt'ate disclosure, analysis, and mitigation of ,orowth-inducing impacts.

VIII. Conclusiori

We submit that the DEIR is simply not cettifiable in its current fotm. The
County should therefore prepare a revised draft EIR that addresses these and any
other dtaficirririrs brought to its attention by others, and citculate it for further public
teviem and comment before taking any action to approsve the Project.

'Thank you for your consideration of these comments and concerns.

Yours sincerely,

M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, p.c.

4

Mark R. Wolfe

On behalf of the Sietta Club, Napa Gtoup.

IS/JRW:am
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Nov 21 , 2€)14

Kelli Cahill, Project Planner
Planning, Building, & Environmental Services Department
County of Napa
1195ThirdStreet,Suite2l0
Napa, CA 94559 Hand-Delivered (paper copy and CD)

Re: Comments on DEIR, Walt Ranch ECPA #P1 1-00205-ECPA

Dear Ms Cahill:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIR for the Walt Ranch ECPA. l would also
like to express appreciation for the prompt, courteous and professional help the Planning
Department staff has provided throughout this complicated process.

I am submitting these comments on behalf of the Napa Group of the Sierra Club. In addition to
our broad concern for the project's environmental impacts, we have a number of members,
including the undersigned, who are homeowners in the Circle Oaks community and collectively
and individually face personal negative impacts from this project. As you are aware, Sierra Club
is submitting other comments via our attorney and expert consultants, and we have been
exchanging information with other individuals and experts concerned with this project.

1. Rock Crushing

Per the DEIR, rock generated from the vineyard ground clearance activities will be crushed on-
site and used for a number of purposes, including:

4.4-21 9.6 miles of roads on the project site will be upgraded to Level l roads, which are primary
year-round access roads to the vineyard blocks and contain a number of erosion control features
and are entirely maintained with crushed rock;

3.0 3-20. Headcut repair, proposed block 52; Gravel shall be crushed rock generated onsite...

3-22. Rock would be generated from the Proposed Project. Some of the rock generated would be
used to construct erosiori control features such as rock energy dissipaters, and rock sediment
basins, gravity outlets, and a rock-lined swale. In addition, some of the rock would be used to
create rock-filled avenues on the outslopes of some blocks (Figure 3-4), and some would beused to
fill depressions in Block 31 and Block 37.

3.4 1-4 Pipe Ievel spreaders would be installed at the ends of some pipelines as shown in Figure
3-8.....The spreader would be placed in a shallow trench Iined with crushed rock, arid end caps will
be fastened to the ends of the pipe as detailed in Figure 3-8.
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Section 4.1, Air Quality: rock crushing

Rock crushing operations generate airborne particulate matter, which as the DEIR references. ...

Air Quality
4.1 .2-2 ] Pollutants of Concern

Particulate Matter (PfA(, and PM2,5)

Particle pollution is a mixture of microscopic solids and Iiquid droplets suspended in air. This
pollution, also known as paiticulate matter, is made up of a number of components, including
acids (such as nitrates and sulfates), organic chemicals, metals, soil or dust particles, arid
allergens (such as fragments of pollen or mold spores). The size of particles is directly linked to
their potential for causing health problems. Small particles less than 10 micrometers (1.im) in
diameter pose the greatest problems, because they can travel deep into Iungs (PM105 and the
bloodstream (PM2,5). Exposure to such particles can affect the lungs and heart. Largei
particles are of less concern, although they can irritate the eyes, nose, and throat.

The effects of particulate matter on employee health in rock crushing facilities is of such concern
that OSHA regulates such operations tightly, including in some circumstances requiring the use of
filter masks or respirators.

In addition, the project site is known to include deposits of serpentine rock, which contains
asbestos, a well-established cause of mesothelioma, an incurable lung cancer. Crushing
serpentine rock releases asbestos fibers into the atmosphere, posing a danger to the health of
workers or other people in the vicinity. Serpentine is so dangerous that the law forbids its
incorporation into road beds, because it would continue to release asbestos into the future as
vehicles drive over it. The Napa County General Plan addresses serpentine soils and
construction projects as follows:

Policy CON-83: The County shall prepare and disseminate maps showing areas where soils are
known to contain naturally occurring asbestos and shall require enhanced dust suppression
measures for grading and construction projects in these areas consistent with BAAQMD
requirements.

The DEIR fails to assess particulate matter air and asbestos particle air produced by rock
crushing operations on the site.

Question:
How will particulate matter released by the rock crushing operations affect air quality?
How will workers and local residents be protected from airborne particulate pollution from rock
crushing?

Question:

How will the project avoid crushing serpentine rock, and avoid its incorporation into roadbeds and
erosion control features? Will the project adhere to the BAAQMD standards for dust protection,
as required in Napa Policy Con-83?

Section 4.8: Noise, rock crushing

Section 4.8 3-4 of the DEIR deals with the impacts and mitigations of construction noise.
However the DEIR fails to evaluate the impacts of noise generated by rock crushing operations,
which should be substantiat. The nearest "sensitive receptor" to the pro)ect is 30 feet'.

Page 2
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Question:

Where on the project will the rock be crushed? What is the level of noise expected to be
generated by rock gushing operations? How Ioud will it be, and what will be its estimated
duration?

The DEIR fails to analyze the cumulative impact of noise from the 4-year construction
phase of this project.

The Walt Project almost completely surrounds the Circle Oaks community. There are also
human neighbors along Atlas Peak and Monticello Roads. The nearest "sensitive receptor" is
cited at 30 feet in the DEIR. Significant noise from the project includes blasting, grading, soil
ripping, cutting down trees, and rock crushing. In Circle Oaks, it also includes heavy vehicle
traffIc on the steep grades of Circle Oaks Drive.

2. Sediment Production Analysis

DEIR 4.4-1 mitigation concludes that the project will produce a less than significant impact
to sediment production. Section 4.43-2, table 4.4-2, states that Vineyard blocks in the Milliken
watershed will reduce soil loss by 43.61 % over current conditions, while blocks in the Capell
watershed will reduce soN loss by 13.11 %. This seems counterintuitive. One would expect that
woodlands, with their deeper and more extensive root systems, and denser canopies would hold
soils better than vines.

Indeed, according to the Napa County Baseline Data Report (BDR), more than half of the
sediment delivered to stream channels in the Napa River basin comes from vineyard, grazing,
and roads (Napa County, 2005). Notable amounts of sheetwash and rilling may also occur during
large magnitude storms due to the hydrologic effects of wildfires or vegetation removal. Large
rainstorms that sweep across the Napa River watershed periodically induce both shallow and
deep-seated landsliding (Dietrich, 2002).

Only 10 - 20% of the Napa watershed is developed, but per the BDR those vineyards, pastures
and roads account for over 50% of sediment. It seems that natural landscapes shed Iess
sediment per acre than vineyards, pastures, and roads.

The DEIR is in error in its calculations which purport to show decrease in soil loss when
the land is converted to vineyard.

USLE Calculations

In Napa County, soil loss calculations are primary derived from the use of the Universal Soil Loss
Equation, (USLE). Properly applied, the USLE has proven to be an excellent comparison tool to
examine the impacts of land conversion/ development, as it pertains to the before and after
development condition. Using the "A" factor as an overail litmus test of effectiveness, the USLE
has been carefully studied and adjusted over the past several decades to assess 1 ) before
development and post-development conditions, and 2) to provide a realistic assessment of
whether post-development soil Ioss or lack thereof is sustainable in terms of the Iand's ability to
maintain overall soil productivity. Napa County has generally accepted that the use of the USLE
with a "T+2" tolerance factor is sufficient to judge whether soil loss calculations meet acceptable
soil loss targets. The Napa County RCD has very effectively and advised the county with a high
degree of competence in providing recommendations as to the effectiveness of hiilside vineyard
development since the inception of the Napa County Conservation Regulations in 1991.

Page 3
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The hydrologic analysis particularly as it pertains to use of TR-55 runoff curve number selection.
The TR-55 equation, created decades ago by the Soil Conservation Service, (now the Natural
Resources Conservation Service) has been effectively used in Napa County to compare pre-
development land conditions with post-development conditions. The County of Napa has set a
target of "no net increase in runoff' and TR-55 has played a central role as an accepted
assessment tool. Runoff curve number selection is a key element in determining storm peak
discharge volume, factoring in significantly in the overall hydrologic impacts created by
developing a natural Iandscape into a managed landscape such as farmland or urban-build up.

The Walt Ranch DEIR has in great detail utilized the USLE and TR-55 to assess the potential
impacts of vineyard development on the natural landscape and associated watersheds and sub-
watersheds of the Milliken Creek and Capell Creek catchment basins. This very large document
has been very difficult to navigate, with various development, farming, soils, watershed areas,
and USLE/ TR-55 factors, supporting documents, and calculations spread about in various
appendixes and areas of the overall document. The layout of the DEIR almost seems craffed to
make it difficult for even a technical expert to search and bring together the various factors and
rationale that went into the document, and to assess the many times overly optimistic use of
information has led to erroneous "Iess-than-significant" report conclusions.

The Walt Ranch proposed vineyard development setting Iies in a non-homogenous mixture of soil
and vegetation types. With the exception of the rather limited Aiken soil series, which is mapped
mostly along the south western edge of the property, most of the land that has been selected for
development occurs in relatively steep, shallow, and erosive soils. For that reason, (padicularly
slope steepness) most selected vineyard locations occur near small valleys or ridgei!nes. Much of
the rest of the Iand is either too steep or too remote to accommodate practical development.

Hall-Brambletree has selected a general vine spacing that consists of 7 foot wide rows and 4 foot
vine spacings within the rows. For the vast majority of the project vineyards, no-till cover crop
management is proposed as the primany mode of soil loss management and prevention. Most
vineyards would use either a 1.5 foot wide herbicide control strip, or a 1.O foot wide herbicide
control strip to manage weeds around the vines. Where herbicides are used, contact sprays are
selected, to be applied mostly after February 15 of each year. The DEIR notes that 75% to 80%
overall cover can be achieved with these spray strips.

Over a much smaller area of vineyard, herbicide "spot spraying" is proposed only immediately
around the vine, with the option of using "hand-hoeing" techniques to achieve weed suppression
in lieu of herbicide. The DEIR states that an effective target of 85 to 90% cover can be achieved
with this mode of weed management.

In estimating soil Ioss, the DEIR has over-estimated the degree of ground cover that can
realistically be achieved. Indeed, should a 1 .5 foot wide control strip be used in a 7 foot row
spacing, perhaps a 79% rate of cover could be achieved, assuming that a cover crop can
effectively cover the remaining ground, . . . perfectly. Given the fact that most of the vineyard
plantings are in relatively thin soils and steeper slope gradients, it is highly unlikely that this can
be achieved. Mechanical farm implements and tractors are not conducive to maintaining
consistently high rates of ground cover. Indeed, as farming of the land proceeds, not only
equipment usage but also rodent activity and periodic drought conditions will diminish cover
below a factor of 80%. Granted, the USLE uses overall annual cover conditions to calculate soil
loss, but an estimation of 80% + cover is not realistic.

On a small scale, and with the utilization of "hand-farming", Iargely non-mechanized farming
methods including a non-continuous control strip and liberal application of mulch and compost,
cover rates of 80% can be achieved, but the Hall-Brambletree vineyard management scenario
does not meet that target. Indeed, nature, left to itself rarely meets that standard. The LISLE 'C"
or cover factor is one of the few variables in the equation and has a dramatic effect on predicted

Page 4
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80!l 1088. For instance, the difference between 85 % VS 75 % effecf!Ve groundcover reduces
predicted soil loss by about 2.5 times, (USLE Special Applications for Napa County, USLE "C"
Factors for Vineyards, Table s. USDA NRCS, 1994).

For these reasons, the 356 acre,(perhaps 280 acre) Hall Brambletree proposal should re-
calculate the USLE cover factor in the FEIR to no more than 75% for most of the vineyard
acrear3e. If this runs soil loss predictions above the "T+2" level, erosion control and runoff
management systems will need to be re-assessed to determine if the project can indeed achieve
Iess than significant impacts on soil erosion and sediment-laden runoff, (water quality).

3. Peak Runoff Analysis

The DEIR estimates that planting vineyards on the Hall-Brambletree site will effectively Iead to
reduced rates of peak runoff discharge in the Milliken Creek and Capell Creek watersheds, (4.0
Environmental Setting, Impacts and Mitigation Measures, 4.6-36). Tables 4.6-2 and Table 4.6-3
summarize these report findings.

The report results are primarily predicated on TR-55 curve number selection and input. Report
Appendix's C, "Developed Land Use Per Watershed' and Appendix E-Peak Discharge and
Volume contain tabular information on curve number (CN) selection. The selections are based on
land use types, and the selected condition of those land use cover types.

Overall the CN's are mostly rated as too low for the vineyards that are to be developed, and in
many cases too high for most of the project, on the land use cover types that are being
supplanted by the vineyard development. The report also credits hydrologic soil group shift, due
to the ripping or shattering of the soil profile on many more acres of Iand than should be credited,
given Napa County soil survey soil map unit. It cites a memo generated by Ken Oster, USDA
NRCS Soil Scientist that concedes that some hydrologic soil groups, (HSG) "D" map units can
convert to a lower, "C" HSG.

The following are our comments on specific citations in the tables that have not been correctly
assessed:

California Annual Grasslands Alliance: The report states that most of these vegetation
associations are in "fair" condition. A "fair" condition rating is not suitable for lands that have not
been grazed, burned, or otherwise mechanically altered on a regular and recent occurrence
basis. HSG type "B" should assign a CN of 58 to 61 rather than 69. This 12 % increase in curve
number is not warranted or appropriate. In HSG type "D" a CN of 78, rather than 92, (1 5%
increase) should be assigned to this existing land use.

The proposed vineyards to be developed on HSG type "B" should be rated at 72, rather than 61
(a 1 5% reduction in the CN). HSG type "C" should be corrected to 80, rather than 75 (a 6%
reduction in CN).

Other examples of incorrectly-assigned CN's include the following:

Page s

Land Use HSG DEIR CN Correct CN Net Result
Chamise Alliance o 86 73 1 5% increase

Coast live oak-blue oak D 88 77 12% increase

Coast live oak alliance D 88 77 12% increase

Mixed oak alliance D 89 77 1 5% increase

Sclerophyllous shrubland
formation

D 86 77 12% increase
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Referencing: Technical Release 55 Urban Hydrology For Small Watersheds-Tables 2-2b and 2-
2c, Runoff Curve Numbers for cultivated agricultural lands, and Runoff Curve Numbers for other
agricultural lands. USDA-NRCS technical publication.

Reducing the HSG rating of soils has been applied more liberally in the DEIR than recommended
in the Ken Oster memo that is cited. The DEIR incorrectly states that in watershed 1, the Rock
Outcrop, (175 map unit) can be credited with a reduction in HSG from type "D" to type "C". The
FEIR should correct vineyards mapped in 175 mapping designations to- remain as -HSG type "D".

Watersheds s, 6 and 8 are mostly mapped as 113 or 1 14 Bressa-Dibble map units, yet the DEIR
also incorrectly allows a ripping credit for these vineyards. Although it is not specifically clear, it
appears that the DEIR may well assign HSG rating reductions to even more of the vineyard
blocks proposed. The FEIR should be specific and clear in noting in detail how any re-assignment
of HSG has been applied.

The Oster memo, as related to the Hall-Brambletree project only recommends that Hambright
and Maymen-Millsholm-Lodo map units might benefit from ripping of the soil profile. Based on the
soil map, only vineyard blocks 22B, 22C, 22D, 22E, 47al, 47a2, 47b, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16
should be considered for re-assignment of a lower runoff-generating HSG, D to C. All other map
units should retain the Napa County Soil Survey-assigned hydrolog7c soil groupings.

The DEIR data presented largely achieves peak runoff reduction - natural vegetation condition vs.
vineyard development - through the assignment of TR-55 CN's. It raises significant concern that
devoid of any significant runoff attenuation/detention devices, it is claimed that straight-row
herbicide strip-managed vineyards displacing un-manipulated natural forest, grassland, and
chaparral vegetation types can yield Iower storm peak runoff. The FEIR should re-calculate CN
assignments and vegetation cover condition ratings to create an accurate accounting of vineyard
impact analysis.

4. Impacts of land slippage on Circle Oaks

The DEIR fails to evaluate the potential impacts of land slippage on the adjacent
community of Circle Oaks.

Impact 4.4-3: As discussed in Section 4.4.1-4, the development of the Proposed Project
would occur on some areas prone to slope failure. This is a potentially significant impact. However,
the development of Ioad-bearing structures or housing is not a part o4 the Proposed Project, so it is
unlikely to expose people or structures to risk of Ioss, injury, or death involving landslidirig.
(p. 4.4-23)

As the project maps show, the residential community of Circle Oaks, which holds 300+ building
lots, of which 182 currently contain houses, is almost surrounded by the Walt Ranch. It is of
lower elevation - downhill - from much of the proposed land development. Vineyards in the 37
and the 68 blocks, for example Iie directly above steep ridges flanking Circle Oaks homes.
Therefore, if slope failure occurs, contrary to the conclusion of the DEIR, it couid expose people
or structures to severe risk involving landslides.

There are bountiful recent examples of soil slippage affecting infrastructure and homes in the
slopes of Atlas Peak and its associated ridgeline, though these examples are not to be found in
the DEIR.

Page 6
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Highway 121 in the vicinity of the Walt Ranch has been closed in recent years due to Iandslides.
(These Iandslides were not on the Walt property, but are being used to illustrate the instability of
soils on the Atlas Peak ridgeline/eastern slopes). In January of 2006, Highway 121 , about 1 -mile
south of the Wooden Valley junction, was closed for several days due to a landslide (debris-flow)
measuring at Ieast 1900 feet in length, and over 100 Teet wide at the highway. The scar has yet
to heal. A house near the bottom of the slide was narrowly missed. Had th!s massive slide
occurred in a residential area, catastrophic loss of life and property damage could have resulted.
See photo and Google Earth image on next page.

A!2QY!Q: January 2006 landslide on Highway 121 ,
photo from the General Plan, p. SAF-2

?: Google earth image 7 months after the
landslide (8/2006), arrow shows house that was
narrowly missed.
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In the 1 990's, after recurrent slides had closed the highway about 1 mile north of the Wooden
Valley junction, Caltrans was forced to perform extensive repairs, at least % mile long, involving
re-grading and replanting the hillside, and reinforcing the highway next to the creek.
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Circle Oaks is built on steep terrain, rising from 950' altitude for its Iowest streets, to 1 550' for its
highest. As the DEIR Regional Geology Map in Appendix F shows, the community rests on an
ancient landslide and the land is still in motion, gradually sliding into Capell Creek. The
community is heavily wooded, with approximately 200 of its total 285 acres preserved in mostly
wooded greenbelt. Per the Circle Oaks Homes Association CCR's, residents cannot cut down
mature trees without a permit. This strict conservation of its native vegetation is an important
factor in minimizing erosion and slides on this steep property.

Below is an excerpt from page 4 of the Comprehensive Water Service Study Service Review
Report dated October, 2004 produced by LAFCO of Napa County. It demonstrates the Circle
Oaks Iand stability concerns which have been present since the earliest days of the community.
The section is headed Circle Oaks County Water District - Overview.

"Over the next twenty years, development within Llnit One was tempered due to a change in market
demand along with unstable soil. conditions, which resulted in elimination of several Iots and
roadways wtt;in the subdivision1...

1 ) In 1964, the California Department of Real Estate conducted a survey of Unit One and determined that 21 of
the subdivision's original 331 Iots were not suitable for residential development due to unstable soil conditions. In
1971 , the County of Napa declared that three roadways w'thin Unit One (Fawn Court, Glen Court, and a por}ion of
Poplar Court) would not be accepted into the County's madvvay system as a result of prior Iandslides.

The Circle Oaks community has a history of problems with Iand slippage, and these problems
continue. The County repeatedly needs to perform expensive repairs on yards-long sections of
Circle Oaks streets, which are prone to slippage. (See comments by Heitzman) As the Circle
Oaks County Water District comments note, the pipe infrastructure for water and sewer services
Iie under the roads. Within Circle Oaks, at least two homes have been destroyed due to land
slippage within the past decade.
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Empty lot across from 318 Circle Oaks Drive. The
house formerly on this Iot had to be demolished
after heavy rains caused foundation shifts. The
Iand was then extensively re-graded and drains
instglled.

116 Ridgecrest Drive, near the ridge which
separates the proposed vineyards from Circle
Oaks. The foundation of the house shifted, which
would have been uninsured damage. Facing the
total Ioss of his home investment, the owner set
fire to his home, destroying it. He is currently
imprisoned for arson.
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There are other instances of homes being at risk due to the instability of the soil.
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House at 254 Circle Oaks Drive) located below the road.
Grading performed during construction of the house caused
the road to wash out, requiring extensive repairs, and nearly
damaging the home. Again, cracks are visible, iridicating
more problems ahead for the road.
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. A swale, which Circle Oaks Drive crosses.

Circle Oaks is criss-crossed with such swaIes, dry in summertime, but creeks in the wintertime.
Many homes are built on steep banks bordering these ephemeral watercourses, and the
community's roads cross these swaIes in many places. If, as separate comments from
hydrologist Kammon indicates, conversion to vineyards increases runoff, especially from storm
water, Circle Oaks can expect increased damage from creek incision.

While some of the damages cited above were due to Iandslide events, others were due to either
slow undermining from underground water flow, or to the natural baseline gradual Iand slippage.
As stated above, we are challenging the accuracy of the DEIR conclusion that conversion
of hundreds acres to vineyards will decrease soil erosion and flash runoff. Instead, our
calculations, and those of Kamman show an appreciable increase in erosion.

Circle Oaks (and other surrounding land) is already slipping, and we are concerned that this
process will only accelerate as the Walt project moves forward, resulting in ever-increasing
damage costs to local landowners and water/sewage/roads providers, due to increased erosion
and storm runoff from vegetation removal, Iandslides, and changes to underground water
patterns from pumping 69 million gallons of water annually for vineyard irrigation.

In our discussion on related topics above, we indicate that many figures used, and thus resultirig
calculations, are wrong with respect to the potential impact for runoff and erosion. As a final
comment on our concern regarding the underestimated potential for impact, we note that the
discussion on Tree Removal and Slope Stability Evaluation in Appendix F, includes the statement
that "The impact of tree removal on deep-seated Iandslides is not well understood." The Iack of
certainty in this area, when added to the errors in numbers and calculations discussed above, the
disagreement between the Kleinfelder 2008 Landslide Hazard Evaluation and the Gilpin
ngineering Geologic Evaluation on the impact of deforestation, the fact that Gilpin Iooked at aerial
photos only through 2005 when the heavy rainfall that caused the Highway 121 Iandslide
occurred in 2006, and the lack of any analysis regarding what type of time gap is anticipated
between the trees being clearcut and vineyards and cover crops being established, causes us
grave concern. Added to this concern is the knowledge that, as stated by Kleinfelder (p.18), "the
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successful performance of any erosion control system is dependent on how well the system is
maintained by the vineyard operators.

A comprehensive investigation and analysis needs to be completed to determine the
baseline risk of a large or catastrophic landslide originating from the vicinity of Walt Ranch,
or smaller landslide events that might impact the Circle Oaks residential community, other
residences in the area, and Highway 121. A determination then needs to be made of the
extent to which that risk may be increased by reviewing the comprehensive aggregate
impact of this project, including clear cutting of 28,000 trees, and constructing -res;rvoirs
and roads, and any other activities, and then the impact of operating heavy vehicles and
other activity involved in operating and maintaining vineyards on the slopes in the Project
area.

s. Seismicity

The DEIR is incorrect on p 4.4-9, when it states that the Green Valley Fault approaches no
nearer to the project than 3.1 miles. As Figure 1 and 2 below show, the Atlas Peak-Foss
Valley portion of the fault runs through the Walt property, with geomorphic features reaching
almost as far north as the town of St Helena. From USGS National Earthquake Hazards
Reduction Program, Digital Database for the Concord And Green Valley faults, Sept 2007,
Authors William A Bryant, Ellen F Sander, and Christopher J Wills:
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Figure 1. Digitized traces of Concord and Green Valley
faults, includirig Atlas Peak-Foss Valley lineament zone,
located in eastern San Francisco Bay region.

Figure 2. Digitized traces of Concord and Green Valley faults,
showing Iocations of geomorphic features (light blue circles)
and trench sites and fault creep localities (dark blue circles).
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On the same page, the DEIR estimates the maximum earthquake energy possible from the
Green Valley Fault to be 6.7. However, more recent research, released -aMer the Napa
earthquake of August, 2014, has further quantified the danger of this fault, and found it to be
capable of generating a much stronger quake than had been anticipated, as follows:

National Geographic News, published Oct 13, 2014, Brian Clark Howard
http://n ews.n atto n a Ig eog raphic. com/news/20 1 4/ 1 0/ 14101 3-bay-are a-eaithgu a kes-se ism oloqy- p red icti o n -
?

Stronger Earthquakes Predicted for Bay Area - and They Could Come Soon

Most notably, the Green Valley Fault in the North Bay's Solano County "is Iikely to have a larger earthquake
than people previously thought," says James J. Lienkaemper of the u-.s. Geological Survey in Menlo Park,
California.Lienkaemper led a new analysis of the northerri part of California's San Andreas'Fault system that
was published Monday in the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America.Llsing the most rigo;ous
measurements made to date, the scientists found that the Green Valley Fault has srored up eno-ugh energy
to produce an earthquake of magnitude7.l . The fault accumulated additional stress when a 6.02 magnitua:e
earthquake struck the nearby West Napa Fault in August, damaging parts of Napa and rattling awak;
thousands of sleeping Bay Area residents.

Note: the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America describes itself as follows: The Bulletin of the
Seismok>gical Society of America (lSSNOO37-1106) is the premier journal of advanced research in
earthquake seismology and related disciplines.

In view of the fact that the Green Valley Fault, capable of generating a 7.1 earthquake, runs
through the property, we believe that the DEIR should more adequately address the seismic
hazards associated with landslides and reservoir failure or overtopping which the project may
present to the surrounding watersheds and their residents and infrastnicture.

6. Access from Circle Oaks Drive

The project ? that access to Walt Ranch from Circle Oaks Drive (COD) can be secured.
The situation regarding the use of COD with respect to legal entitlement, safety, and
environmental impact is unclear, and the DEIR does nothing to enlighten us on the developer's
plans in this regard.

In order to the access the Project, COD - which narrows to a single Iane dirt road for more than
200 feet before it culminates at the Circle Oaks Water District facilities - will presumably need to
be widened, paved, and possibly realigned. It seems unlikely that construction equipment can
navigate the turns - including a short, sharp right angle turn - on the current, one lane route,
particularly as there will be oncoming traffic from the water facilities.

It is not clear that any realignment would be within the county road easement, subject to other
rights or entitlements of the owners of Walt Ranch, or whether instead it would be on land owned
by the Circle Oaks Home Association.

Information has been verbally received that the final segment of COD in question was not
accepted by the county in 1964 because of soil instability. This may be confirmed by consulting
county records on the approval of the Circle Oaks development.

There are markings on trees that we believe to be on Circle Oaks Homes Association Property.
The developer may have marked these trees to signify those that need to be removed for any
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such realignment. Has the developer applied for the required permission from the Homes
Association for the removal of these trees?

Design drawings should be provided, possibly including a survey, and Iegal entitlement clarified to
determine if this is a viable access point, and to establish the area that will be impacted so that
environmental review can be included in a revised DEIR. The terrain in this area is uneven,
wooded, possibly unstable, and may include wetlands or seeps.

We are aware that other comments are being filed on the unsuitability of COD as a thoroughfare
for construction and vineyard trucks, and equipment, due to steepness, poor state of the roads,
soil instability, the existence of underground water infrastructure, and safety (lack of sidewalks
and shoulders, bound on both sides by steep hills, use by pedestrians, including school children).
The DEIR should determine if the proposed use of the road would threaten the rntegrity of the
underground infrastructure, possibly jeopardizing public services and increasing the need for
expensive repairs, present safety issues to pedestrians, or place local residences at risk due to
Iandslides or slumps caused by the frequency and excessive weight of construction and other
vehicles.

In short, the roads were likely not designed, and may not be able to sustain use as a construction
and commercial route. At a minimum, the roads need to be investigated and tested to determine
if they can withstand the use and whether use as a commercial route would present unacceptable
safety issues.

In our view, COD is not a viable access point. Another access point should be found and
environmental review of the impact of creating that access included in a revised DEIR.
The DEIR has failed to include the environmental impact of the construction necessary to
create access from Circle Oaks Drive or preferably, from another more suitable access
point.

7. Oak Woodland Mitigation

Oaks 2040, The Status and Future of Oaks in California, Tom Gaman and Jeffrey Firman,
California Oak Foundation, available on-line.

More than one million acres of California's oak woodlands are developed and approximately
750,000 are at risk of development before 2040. Twenty percent of C:alifornia's o:ak woodlands are
facing rapid and increasing urbanization by 2040.

Napa County, with approximately 167,450 acres of oak woodlands comprising 33 percent of the
county, has the highest density of oak woodlands in the state. 93% of Napa County's oak
woodlands are in private ownership.

It is estimated that in the early 1 800's, the Napa Valley floor was home to approximately 45,000
mature canopy oak trees. (Napa Valley Historical Ecology Atlas, Grossinger, R). By 2002, Iess
than 2000 remain. Adjacent to Walt Ranch is the Circle S project, whose EIR in 2008 planned for
the destruction of almost 14,000 trees on 289 acres. The Walt and Circle S projects cumulatively
would clear cut 42000 trees on Atlas peak, almost 600 acres of woodland lost. -ln less than a
decade these two projects are taking out as many oaks and other large trees as it took over a
century to destroy in the Napa valley floor.

The Project fails to adpqiiatply mitigate for the destruction of 31 2 acres of oak woodland.
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Table 4.2-2, page 4.2-8, details the oak woodland acreage to be converted to vineyard as follows:
Black Oak Alliance 38.35 (after mitigation 35.8),
Blue Oak Alliance 6.26 (after mitigation 2.6 acres) ,
Cal. Bay/Coast Life Oak 17.64,
Coast Life Oak (foothill pine) 21.85,
Coast Life Oak-Blue Oak-Foothill Pine 111 .45,
Mixed Oak (Foothill Pine/Ponderosa Pine) 116.81,
Valley Oak (Calif Bay - Coast Life Oak- Walnut -Ash )Riparian 6.34 acres,
Total 312.49 acres, or 1 7.8% of the total acreage of oak woodland on the site

California State Law and Napa County regulations require mitigation for destruction of oak
woodland as follows.

Califomia: § 21083.4. COI INTIFS; CONVERSION 0!F OAK WOODLANDS; MITIGATION
ALTERNATIVES: OAK WOODLANDS CONSERVATION ACT
GRANT USEi EXEMPTIONS

.... .. (b) As part of the determination made pursuant to Sectiori 21080.1 , a county shall
determine whether a project within its jurisdiction may result in a conversion of oak woodlands
that will have a significant eflect on the environment. If a county determines that there may be a
significant effect to oak woodlands, the county shall require one or more of the following oak
woodlands mitigation alternatives to mitigate the significant effect of the conversion of oak
woodlands:

(1 ) Conserve oak woodlands, through the use of conservation easements.
(2) (A) Plant an appropriate number of lrees, including maintaining plantings and replacing
dead or diseased trees......

(C) Mitigation pursuant to this paragraph shall not fulfill more than orre-half of the
mitigation requirement for the project.
(D) The requirements imposed pursuant to this paragraph also may be used to restore
former oak woodlands.

(3) Contribute funds to the Oak Woodlands Conservation Fund.....,
(4) Other mitigation measures developed by the County

Napa County General Plan Update, Policy CON-24:

Maintain and improve oak woodland habitat to provide for slope stabilization, soil protection,
species diversity, and wildlife habitat through appropriate measures including one or more
of the following:
a) F"reserve, to the exterit feasible, oak trees and other significant vegetation that occur
near the heads of drainages or depressions to maintain diversity of vegetation type
and wildlife habitat as part of agricultural projects.
b) Comply with the Oak Woodlands Preservation Act (PRC Sectiori 21083.4) regarding
oak woodland preservation to conserve the integrity and diversity of oak woodlands,
and retain, to the maximum extent feasible, existing oak woodland and chaparral
communities and other significant vegetation as part of residential, commercial, and
industrial approvals.
c) Provide replacement of Iost oak woodlands or preservation of Iike habitat at a 2:1
ratio (bolding added) when retention of existing vegetation is found to be infeasible. Removal of
oak species Iimited in distribution shall be avoided to the maximum extent feasible.

As mitigation for oak woodland tree loss, the Walt DEIR proposes the following:

Planting 170 trees to replace 34 "specimen trees" (36 " dbh) for replacement
at a s: 1 ratio (mitigation measure 4.2-16)
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Onsite conservation easements of 71 .6 acres of Black Oak Alliance to mitigate Ioss of 35.8 acres
at a 2:1 ratio; 5.2 acres Blue Oak Alliance to be conserved at a 2:1 ratio, to mitigate Ioss of 2.6
acres.

A total of 170 replants and 76.8 acres conserved does not begin to approach the Napa County
requirement for 2:1 mitigation of oak woodland, which would be 625 acres. (Other commentarors
are challenging the adequacy of mitigation for old-growth trees by planting of saplings.),

It is not feasible for the applicant to propose mitigation by onsite conservation easement of 625
acres of oak woodland because that would fail to meet the definition of "mitigation' under CEQA,
which follows:

CECIA GUIDELINES lCalifornia Code of Regulations, Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3,
Section 15370. Mitigation.n

"Mitigation" includes....
(e) Compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or environments.

The Air Resources Board of the California EPA defines what constitutes acceptable mitigation in
avoided-conversion of woodlands as follows:

Compliance Offset Protocol u.s. Forest Projects, Adopted Oct 20, 2011
2.1.3 Avoided Conversion

An Avoided Conversion Project involves preventing the conversion of forestland to a
non-forest land use by dedicating the land to continuous forest cover through a Qualified
Coriservation Easement or transfer to public ownership, excluding transfer to federal
Ownership. An Avoided Conversion Project is only eligible if it can fully satisfy the
eligibility rules in the Regulations and:

1 ) it can be demonstrated that there is a significant threat of conversion of project land
to a non-forestland use by following the requirements for establishing the proiect's
baseline in section 6.3 of this Protocol ...

The proposed mitigation of on-site conservation easement does not meet the definition of
mitigation, because the on-site land does not face "a significant threat of conversion of project
land to non- forest land" for the following reasons:

Firstly, the Walt Ranch is zoned for AWOS (Ag-Watershed and Open Space). It cannot be
urbanized, or used for housing developments or for non-ag commercial endeavors.

Secondly, as the following slope map - produced by the County Planning Depaitment- shows, the
bulk of the Walt Ranch is steep terrain, in fact over 30% slope (areas in red). Napa County
regulations require a use permit, and extensive/expensive erosion control measures on lands
over 30% slope. Indeed on this prolect, all proposed vineyard blocks are located on land less
than 30% slope.

As the map on the next page demonstrates, the applicant proposes development of most of the
land under 30% slope. The oak woodlands to be leff undeveloped on slopes greater than 30%
are not under significant threat of conversion, as is stated in the cumulative impacts section of the
DEIR:

... Napa County Code Section 18.108.060 limits development to areas of Iess than 30% slope.
There are approximately 901 .4 acres of Iand on the Walt Ranch property that have greater than 30
percent slope, and therefore would not be developable (pg. Ffi-1 8)
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If the applicant proposes on-site conservation easements, a map should be included showing the
areas to be conserved, and demonstrating that they are under 30% slope. The applicant should
also present some documentation from a conservation organization stating that they are
interested in pursuing a conservation easement on the Iand, since generally, such organizations
are not interested in highly fragmented easements, preferring to protect large continu-ous
acreage.

Under mitigation 6.1, the applicant does propose placing permanent protection on 248 acres of
habitat as mitigation for project construction emissions. The same objections apply here to the
use of onsite mitigations.

Finally, the DEIR fails to address County Policy CON-65 which states that the County

strives to maintain current levels of CO2 sequestration

Question:

How does the applicant plan to replace the CO2 sequestration capacity which will be destroyed
by removal of 312 acres of woodland?

8. Tree disposal

The EIR fails to account for the impacts of disposing of the 28,000+ trees to be cut down. How
are these trees to be disposed of? Possible methods include on-site burning or mulching, or
trucking off-site for some other disposal method.

Question:

if the trees are to be burned on site, what will be the impact on air quality?
if trees are to be transported off site for disposal:
how much GHG emission will be produced by the trucks? (this would
depend on the final destination of the trees)
what will be the effects on traffic patterns on Circle Oaks Drive, including increases
in ambient noise, pedestrian safety, and road and subterranean infrastructure
damage?
what will be the impacts on GHG/loss of carbon sequestration of tree
disposal? (impacts will depend on type of disposal planned: burning would release
carbon immediately back into the atmosphere; mulching would release carbon more
slowly; sale for use as building materials would retain the carbon in the wood
indefinitely; trucking offsite would require burning fuels in vehicles)

9, Wildlife Movement Assessment

The DEIR Section 4.2-6, page 2-16 erroneously concludes that project impacts to wildlife
movement would be less than significant. It fails to address the status of the Walt Ranch property
as a critical wildlife movement corridor. The Napa County Baseline Data Report pg 4-57 states

"Maintaining wildlife movement corridors between the Atlas Peak-Mount George region
and the Mount Saint Helena Conservation Area and to the American Canyon area to the
south is critical to ensure that serisitive populations in the area do not become isolated.
Unless development in this area is clustered, it could impact the movement of coniferous
forest species found in the northern portion of the area, and of oak woodland species that
are more abundant in the southern portion."
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The Walt Project sits athwart this critical wildlife movement corridor, and its proposed
development is not clustered, but fragmented. As the wildlife fencing map below taken from the
DEIR shows, rather than a corridor, the wildlife must negotiate a maze to traverse the property

The list of fauna sighted on the property (appendix M) by consultants fails to mention bears or
coyotes. It does mention mountain Iion scat and tracks. It is not surprising that the field biologists
did not see any of these animals as they are shy, low in number, and some are nocturnal.
However, they are indisputably present on the site. Residents of Circle Oaks have seen all of
these creatures within Circle Oaks. Once or twice a year, the Circle Oaks Homes Association
posts warnings about mountain lion sightings. As the undersigned can personally attest, coyote
concerts are frequent in the night time.

These large mammals - some are "alpha predators"- are of critical ecological importance, and
they require large territories.

Individual Mountain Lion territory averages 100 square miles (per the Mountain Lion Foundation)
10 to 350 square miles (Defenders of Wildlife); male black bears may range 8 to 60 square mile
territory (American Bear Association); coyote territories may range up to 40 square miles
(National Trappers Association)

Due to the number and scattered distribution of the vineyard blocks, this 500 acre project will
fragment most of the 2300 acres of the property, with impacts much geater to wildlife habitat and
movement than would have occurred were the 500 acres to be developed be concentrated in one
area of the property. Figure 3-12 from the DEIR, showing proposed vineyard fencing (see on next
page), illustrates the habitat fragmentation posed by this project:
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There is a cumulative impact on wildlife movement in this critical corridor when the adjacent
Cirde S vineyard project is considered. Like Walt Ranch, this is a Iarge (1593 acre) property
where a large number of vineyard blocks (380 acres to be developed, of which 289 are oak
woodland) are scattered across the property, effectively fragmenting the habitat of most of the
parcel. Between these two properties alone, most of 6.1 square miles of Atlas Peak open
space/habitat will be effectively fragmented, including total destruction of 600 acres of oak
woodland. Walt and Circle S together stretch a total Iength of four miles across the wildlife
migration corridor. The map below, taken from the Circle S DEIR shows the two projects outlined
in red, Circle S on the Ieft (west), and Walt on the right (east).
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Question: What will be the effect of the project on the large mammals, specifically bear, coyote,
and mountain Iion known to frequent the area? What will its impacts be on this critical wildlife
movement corridor? What is the cumulative impact of the development of Walt and Circle S on
the wildlife corridor?
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The distribution of the fenced vineyard blocks appears to almost form a chute, directing animals
towards the Circle Oaks community, in the SE border of the property.

Question: Given that the proposed vineyard fencing and other disturbance of the Walt property
(traffic, construction activity and noise, farmworkers, etc) will displace wildlife and channel them
toward Circle Oaks, what is the projected impact on safety of the residents of Circle Oaks of the
potential for increased presence of large mammals including bears, mountain lions, and coyotes
within the community?

10. Recreation:

The DEIR erroneously concludes (Section 1, Introduction, pg 1-13) that no impact to
recreation will occur. The CEQA requires evaluating not just current recreation, but
recreational opportunities. The DEIR fails to take account of well-documented recreational
opportunity on the Walt Ranch of hiking trails.

The Regional Planning Committee of the Association of Bay Area Govemments (ABAG) in its
May 2014 publication, Revisions to Priority Conservation Area Criteria (authors Laura
Thompson and Mar Shorett), lists the area between Moore Creek and Millikan Creek as a Priority
Conservation Area. See the map below.
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The Priority Conservation Area (PCA) program was initiated in 2007 to identify Bay Area open
spaces that: 1 ) provide regionally significant agricultural, natural resource, scenic, recreational,
and/or ecological values and ecosystem functions; 2) are in urgent need of protecUon due to
pressure from urban development or other factors; and 3) supported by local consensus.

The Moore Creek to Millikan Creek area, which includes Walt Ranch, was sponsored as a PCA
by the Napa county Parks and Open Space District and the Bay Area Ridge Trail, and it can fit
the designation under two categories:

Natural Landscapes: areas critical to the functioning of wildlife and plant habitats, aquatic
ecosystems and the region's water supply and quality. Examples: wetland restoration, riparian
corridor

Regional Recreation-existing and potential regional parks, trails, and other publicly accessible
recreation facilities. Examples: regional trail networks, areas for potential regional park expansion.

Per Natural Landscapes, see the argument above regarding the wildlife corridors.

Per Regional Recreation. The Bay Area Ridge Trail is hoping to establish connecting trails from
Skyline Park, up through the Milliken headwaters, and from thence to connect with the Moore
Creek Park trails up near Lake Hennessey, and from there through the Palisades to Robert Lewis
Stevenson Park, on the border between Napa and Lake Counties.
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Question: How will the project mitigate the impact of loss of recreational opportunities on
the site?

11. Cumulative Impacts

Growth Inducement

The Walt Ranch consists of 35 separate parcels. The DEIR fails to analyze the cumulative and
growth-inducing impacts which would be incurred from sell off of the vineyard parcels individually.
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Craig Hall, one of the property's owners has specifically failed to rule out breaking up the property
and selling off individual pieces. This outcome is reasonably foreseeable on several points:

* The Iand would fetch much more as multiple parcels;

The Walt project applicants will develop significant infrastructure, including improved
roads, irrigation systems, reservoirs, and, we are told, electric power distribution,
which will make it more attractive to develop individual parcels

As we Iearned at the Nov 12 hearing, the Halls own a small parcel which provides
access to Walt from Atlas Peak Road This access, within a few miles of downtown
Napa, would be very attractive to buyers looking to establish either "country homes"
with estate vineyards, or wineries with tasting rooms.

This last potential is of particular concern as the new vineyards could provide each
parcel owner the 75% Napa source grapes required for a winery.

Development of access from Atlas Peak Road, included in the original Initial Study in
2009 represents another foreseeable development that should be analyzed as part of
this Project.

Per the County's rather loose Iot line adjustment ordinance, the property owners can,
within a few months, for minimal expense, and without environmental review,
rearrange the parcels to their hearts' content, ensuring that each parcel has its own
vineyard.

Individual parcel development would increase traffic, groundwater use, habitat fragmentation, and
reliance on county services including fire, police, and emergency services. The DEIR needs to
analyze these foreseeable impacts of the project. Failure to do so represents project
segmentation, or piece-mealing.

As evidence that sell-off as individual parcels is a reasonably foreseeable impact of the Walt
approval, one need only Iook at their Hall Ranch "vineyard estate" development project in
Alexander Valley (www.Hall-Ranch.com). Apparently the plan is to have 10 lots of about 40
acres each. The project is advertised as:

421 acres of gentie rolling hills dotted with native oaks, natural grasses and vineyard
rows that rise from the valley floor to an elevation of approximately 1000 feet. A gated
entry provides security and privacy and a newly constructed paved road encircles the
entire ranch. The ranch is served by rural utilities and PG&E power is available on site.
There are numerous Iuxury estate building sites carefully situated throughout the ranch.

This Hall holding in Sonoma bears a striking resemblance to the Walt Ranch Propeity. Both
properties lie conveniently within a few miles of town centers (Healdsburg and Napa), both have
vIneyards dispersed widely about the property, both will have electrical power, a road system and
a water delivery system, and both are subdivided into multiple "vineyard estate-size' parcels.
See project map on next page.
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Open Space, Watershed and Wildlife Habitat

The map on the next page, from the Napa County Baseline Data Report, shows the impact of
"potential buildout" if all parcels in Napa County which are currently used for residential/urban use
or intensive agriculture were fully converted to those uses. Excerpts from BRD, p. 4-51 :

Map 4-19 also indicates the parcels that are not currently used for residential/urban use or
intensive agriculture and could be protected to provide for wildlife dispersal and migration after
buildout" BDR p. 4-51 ) The Western Mountains, Eastern Mountains [ where Walt Ranch is located?,
and Pope Valley Evaluation Areas emerge as areas of particular concern.

North-south movement in the Western Mountains and Eastern Mountains areas is already
somewhat constrained by roads and development. Buildout would result in severe disruption of
wildlife movement in these areas. . . . Even if intact corridors between these natural a'reas
remain, adjacent development could narrow the corridor"s east-west dimension, causing
constrictions that would reduce corridor quality. Narrow corridors may not provide the habitat
attributes necessary for many species. In addition, a narrow corridor-may provide oniy edge hatyitat.
Some predators are more active in edge habitat, resulting in higher pred-ation rates within-narrow
corridors (Environrnental Law Institute 2003), as well as increased stress resulting in displacement
and/or mortality.

As can be seen from the map, Walt Ranch had been identified as an area which "could be
protected to provide for wildlife dispersal and migration" or "Natural Habitat". In light of the
discussion in the Baseline Data Report, the impact of this Project is all the more concerning when
cumulated with the impacts of the Circle S development shown previously in the map of both
projects. The DEIR fails to address how the Walt project contributes to the cumulative
effects of open space fragmentation foreseen in the BDR.

Numerous General Plan goals and policies promise the defense of open space and wild
Iandscapes and for good reason economically:

Policy CON-4: The County recognizes that preserving watershed open space is consistent with
and critical to the support of agriculture and agricultural preservation goals.

These goals include:

Goal CON-2: Maintain and enhance the existing level of biodiversity.

Goal CON-3: Protect the continued presence of special-status species, including special-status
plants, special-status wildlife, and their habitats, and comply with all applicable state, federal, or
Iocal laws and regulations.

Goal CON-4: Conserve, protect, and improve plant, wildlife, and fishery habitats for all native
species in Napa County.

Goal CON-s: Protect connectivity and continuous habitat areas for wi!dlife movement.

Goal CON-6: Preserve, sustain, and restore forests, woodlands, and commercial timberland 'kir
their economic, environmental, recreation, and open space values.

This DEIR should include a discussion of how the project meshes with Napa County CON-
1 Goal:

The County of Napa will conserve resources by determining the most appropriate use of land,
matching land uses and activities to the land's natural suitability, and minimizing conflicts with the
natural environment and the agriculture it supports.
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As discussed above, Walt Ranch has a "natural suitability" for recreational functions and for
wildlife habitat. Indeed, the wildlife migration corridor is considered "critical". The essential
recreational trail link between the Lake Hennessy area and the southern county, and the wildlife
corridor are not functions of open space which can be magically assigned to some other property
in the county. They are inherent in this particular site.

The loss of 300 acres of oak woodland with their functions of habitat, carbon sequestration, soil
stabilization and aquifer recharge will be extremely difficult to mitigate. Other individuals and
organizations are submitting comments on the extensive mitigation which will be required to
protect special status species of plants and animals. Still others are commenting on the potential
impacts of pumping 69 million gallons annually of Atlas Peak groundwater, and on other impacts
to neighbors.

The groundwater and surface water of Atlas Peak, besides serving Atlas Peatc/Monticello Road
residents, are the headwaters of Milliken Creek, which is a City of Napa water source, and feeds
into the water deficient MST basin. The DEIR fails to account for the quite likely separate
development of up to 35 of the parcels which comprise the property, each of which would dravi
still more water, cut more trees and further fragment habitat, rely on public services such as fire
suppression and emergency response, and which, under many scenarios, would not face the
public scrutiny of the EIR process.

Profound effects on the watershed ecology, recreation, and neighboring residents will accrue
from this project. Together these add up to such Iarge cumulative impacts that it seems
apparent that developing 500+ acres for vineyards is not a "naturally suitable" use of the
land per Con-1 goal. The current and past agricultural use of the Walt Ranch-grazing and small
vineyard plots - has proven itself over several decades to be much more compatible with other
open-space functions of the land. This proposed vineyard conversion is much too Iarge to be
supported on this site.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

]
A//--

Nancy Tamarisk
Vice Chair, Napa Sierra Club
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Napa Group,
PO Box 5531

Napa, CA 94581

Brian Bordona, Senior Project Planner
Planning, Building, & Environmental Services Department
County of Napa
1195 Third Street, Suite 210
Napa, CA 94559

April 4, 2016

Dear Mr. Bordona:

Thank you for the opportunity for one final round of comments on the Walt project. We
recognize that this is unusual and represents an additional imposition on the County and
the applicant.

We maintain that this FEIR should not be certified because it is still incomplete.
Our comments below will show many areas where adequate information has not been
provided as required by CEQA. We are aware that other commenters have reached the
same conclusion, and are resubmming the same mncerns they submitted for the DEIR,
because of the inadequacy of the response. For example we are aware that Mr. Billings
is again requesting a response to his data about the potential for catastrophic road
failure on Circle Oaks Drive.

We are also presenting some new information and new arguments.

Discovering so many flaws in this EIR, ranging from outright misstatement of fad, to
irrelevant mitigations, to only cursory analysis of problematic areas has been
discouraging indeed. So many of these issues were brought to light by Iay people who
Iack the time, expertise, deep pockets, and access to the Iand itself, to thoroughly vet
this EIR. We come away distrusting the supposedly non-biased work of AES, and
wondering what even greater faults would be uncovered in this EIR were a team of
neutral experts to examine this document, including being allowed access to the Iand.

This FEIR Iacks credibility.

Let us not speak falsely now, the hour getting late.
Bob Dylan, "All along the Watchtower"
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1. Disposalofcuttrees

The response to comment 011-47 was not helpful. It did not answer our question:
what is the disposal plan for the cut trees? We cannot determine from the DEIR how
the applicant plans to dispose of the trees which are removed. Will they be burned on
site? Chipped on site? Processed for firewood? Trucked off site for some other method
of disposal? Obviously each method has environmental consequences which need to
be accounted for.

The EIR is incomplete in that it does not explain how cut trees are to be
processed. What is the plan for disposal of 24,000 + cleared trees and other
vegetation?

2. Water Balance

2a. Water usage

The project estimates use OF O.5 acre/feet per year per acre of planted vineyard, which
with 40 acre/feet of water for frost protection totals 213 acre/feet per year.

However, in 2012 uC Cooperative Extension published "Sample Costs to Establish a
Vineyard and produce Winegrapes (cabernet sauvignon). (Attachment). This is devoted
particularly to conditions in Napa County. It estimates for the 3'd year of vines, a need
for s gal/wk over 20 weeks, or 100 gal/vine. For the proposed density of 2420
vines/acre, this results in a need for 74 acre/feet per acre for irrigation, an increase of
47% over the estimated water need in the EIR. When added to the estimated need for

40 af/yr for frost protection, we have, for a possible 294 acres planted, a total of 291
af/yr needed rather than 213 (an increase of 78 af/yr). If the UC Davis estimates are
correct, then the effects on the hydrology of the area need to be reanalyzed.

The estimate in the DEIR of the need for only O.5 acre/feet per acre is based on the
Napa County Water Availability Analysis (WAA). However, in the WAA we cannot find
any assumption about the number of vines planted per acre. The UC Cooperative
Extension publication cited above, assumes only 1,555 vines/acre as being a typical
planting density. If the WAA made a similar assumption, that would account for most of
the discrepancy between the two water estimates. The EIR also looks at the af/yr for
Circle S, again without specifying the number of vines planted per acre. Without knowing
the underlying assumption of vines/acre in the WAA and Circle S, it is impossible to
compare the estimate in the EIR with that of the UC Extension and argue which is most
acciirate

The FEIR uses a total of 486. af/yr groundwater recharge, including both the Walt and
the Circle S properties. It uses the figure of 433.6 af/yr as the combined water use rate
for Circle S, Walt Ranch and Circle Oaks Water Distrid. If the UC extension figures for
water demand are accurate, the total user demand is not 486 af/yr but 511 af/yr for the
three major users. This exceeds the annual recharge rates.

2
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In addition, we point out that the calculations do not take into account the fact that Circle
Oaks has over 300 lots, with currently only 189 water hookups, though the EIR gives the
number of household users as 150, which is incorrect. There is the potential for 50 or so
more households to be served by the Circle Oaks water district.

UC extension assumes around 100 gallons of water/vine/yr in the third year. Is
this a correct assumption for the Walt Project? If so, the total water needs of the
project need to be recalculated, and the estimates of groundwater demand and
effects on groundwater need to be reassessed.

Is it true that once the project is approved the growers - whether Circle S or Walt
-can increase the density of their vines, and therefore their water requirements,
without applying for permits, restudying the water situation, or in any other way
requiring permission or even notification of the county?

2b Groundwater recharge rates under conditions of climate change

Recharge volumes (Appendix D of DEIR) are based on the long-term average rainfall
value, generating an average groundwater recharge rate of 207 acre-feet per year The
EIR also helpfully considers the situation during prolonged drought, which it defines as
59% of average rainfall over 6 years - the longest recorded drought - using the rainfall
record at Atlas Peak. Under drought conditions, the recharge rate is estimated at 122
acre-feet per year. The EIR estimates that under drought conditions, the Walt project
groundwater withdrawals would exceed recharge. But, we are reassured, over a 6 year
period, this would not cause problems.

However, the effects of climate change already upon us. Estimation of sustainable rates
of groundwater withdrawal cannot rely on past averages. While general effects of climate
change, such as warmer weather, more intense storms and sea level rise, are widely
agreed upon, the effects on microdimates are less certain. l am including a scientific
paper which attempts to model the bay area climate over the next several decades:

"Downscaling Future Climate Projections to the Watershed Scale: a North San
Francisco Bay Estuary Case Study" Elisabeth Micheli, Lorraine Flint, Alan Flint, Stuart
Weiss, and Morgan Kennedy, published in San Francisco Estuary and Watershed
Science, Dec, 2012.

The paper presents 4 possible scenarios for the North Bay area, combining 2 variables:
higher vs. Iower precipitation (wetter or drier), and higher vs. Iower emissions, based on
how much GHG emissions change globally.

Among the conclusions of the modeling:

For both high- and low-rainfall scenarios, by the close of this century warming is
projected to amplify late-season climatic water deficit (a measure of drought
stress on soils) by 8% to 21 %.? (Abstrac0
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"Our results also suggest that temperature forcing may generate greater drought
stress affecting soils and stream flows than can be estimated by variability in
precipitation alone.? (Abstract)

"temporal and spatial variability of precipitation, mnoff, recharge, and stream
discharge is likely to increase." (p. 22)

"Our analysis shows under both higher and Iower precipitation scenarios for an
arid region, climatic water deficit is projected to increase no matter what, imply-
ing greater water demand if maintaining current land cover is a management
objective." (p. 23)

The organization, Conservation Lands Network, hosts a website, ba arealands.ori
which allows the user to zero in on quite small areas, and to generate a table predicting
the groundwater recharge for the local area using each of the models. The authors
advocate the local approach as follows:

"given the current state of the science, we recommend downscaling to the
watershed scale as a starting point to identify potential long-term trends and to
"bookend" ranges of physically possible scenarios."

The FEIR uses a total of 486. af/yr groundwater recharge, including both the Walt and
the Circle S properties. It uses the figure of 433.6 af/yr as the combined water use rate
for Circle S, Walt Ranch and Circle Oaks Water District.

The FEIR uses an estimate of 433.6 a/f per year estimate of groundwater usage by
Circle S, Walt, and Circle Oaks combined. Under this estimate, half of the projections
under the four models result in a deficit of groundwater recharge (shown in green on the
table).

However, if the upwardly revised irrigation number from the uC Extension estimate of
per vine water need is used (511 for the three major users), under none of the
projections is there adequate groundwater recharge for the Walt project.

We are obviously not climate change experts. If the County does not respect the
modeling scenarios we are presenting, we would challenge them to offer an alternative
analysis of Iikely future groundwater recharge rates on the Walt project.

Does the County contend that past history of groundwater recharge on this
properLy is an accurate predictor of future groundwater recharge given that we are
already experiencing the effects of global warming?

4

Drier/High Emiss Drier/Low Emiss Wetter/High Emiss Wetter Low Emiss

2011-2039 - 07% (452 af) -13% (422af) -11% (432af) +03% (501 af)
2040-2069 -1 6% (408 af) -08% (447 af) -09% (442af) -1 6oA (408 af)
2070-2099 -31% (335af) -27% (355af) -10% (437af) -1 0o/o (437 af)
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3. Circle Oaks Drive (COD) as Access Road

Per the administrative record, three potential access sites to the project from Highway
121 currently exist: Circle Oaks Drive extension, and two direct entries on 121, at
unspecified sites.

The Highway 121 direct entry ways were dropped from consideration, and Circle Oaks
Drive was chosen as the best access point. The reasons that the two other sites were
dropped depends on where you Iook in the FEIR responses to comments: either safety
or environmental concerns.

3a. Safety concerns as the determining factor

Page 4-32
"Cirde Oaks Drive was ultimately chosen as the preferred entrance to the project
site due to line of sight constraints at all other existing access points."

Response to Comment 011-38
Cirde Oaks Drive was chosen as the preferred entrance to the project site due to
line of sight constraints and safety hazards at a// other access points.

General Response 17
"The two other driveway entrances to the property off of SR-121 have

numerous safety issues resulting from: poor line of sight from the property when
large trucks would be exiting directly onto the highway; sharp tums; steep
driveways; and the highway shoulder width is narrow at those Iocations so tmcks
would not have room to slow down safely without blocking traffic."

What does "shoulder width" have to do with "room to slow down"? Vehicles do

not normally pull onto shoulders when they slow to make turns, especially left turns. SR
-1 21 is a two Iane road. Circle Oaks Drive does not have turn Ianes at its entrance.

There is virtually no shoulder on highway 121 for the northbound lane at Circle Oaks
Drive. (Picture below) Trucks northbound on highway 121 which turn left to access the
Walt property are as Iikely to block traffic whether turning onto Circle Oaks Drive or any
alternative entrance.
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We cannot find any reference evaluation to Iine of sight constraints and safety
hazards at other access points in the DEIR. Please provide a citation detailing the
evaluation of line of site and other safety constraints at the alternative access
points.

3b. Environmental concerns as the limiting factor

Some responses to comments state that the alternatives to Circle Oaks Drive would
require damage to the environment, while the Circle Oaks Drive access can be used "as
is".

Response to Comment 021-091
" The Initial Study originally considered utilization of Circle Oaks Drive as well as
two existing access points directly off of SR- 121, but it was Iater found that these
tvto existing access points had numerous safety concerns and environmental
cr>nstraints"

General Response 1
"ln addition, construction of anew alternative entrance to access the project site
would require grading, tree cutting, importing roadway materials, and other
alterations of the existing environment. These activities may cause impacts on
the environment that would not occur under the proposed access.?

"These driveways would require substantial improvements on the propert5r in
order to be safely utilized by trucks, heavy equipment deliveries, and other traffic
associated with the Proposed Project."

Please direct us to the section of the EIR or DEIR which details the extent of
environmental damage which would be incurred in omer to utilize the alternate
roads to Circle Oaks Drive for project access.

Response to Comment 011-32
"The Proposed Pmject will not require any removal of trees, realignment, or

alteration of Cirde Oaks Drive:

"Cirde Oaks Drive, including the 200-foot segment mentioned in this comment,
has been used to access the project site for years... Construction and
operational equipment for the existing vineyard on the property has utilized this
entrance without requiring widening, paving, or tree removal at the entrance of
the pmperty.?

But then there is this:

Response to Comment 1022-7
"There will be some tree removal on the Walt Ranch property associated with
improving the entrance to the project site at the end of Cirde Oaks Drive"

6
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The FEIR contradicts itself in whether or not the COD access road will require
reVisi0nM

At least a dozen trees, some quite Iarge, clustered around the COD entrance to the
project site, in the vicinity of the hard 90 degree turn (discussed below), have red
markings on them, applied within the last 3-4 years. Some locals have suggested that
these markings indicate trees to be cut down to improve the road. Is this what the
markings indicate?

The Walt Ranch Road map, figure 3-11 in the DEIR, shows a farm road paralleling
Highway 121 from south of Vineyard block 30(a) to within about 1000 feet of the
1 21/Circle Oaks Drive intersection, a distance of well over 1 mile. It is virtually a
frontage road to Highway 121, running most of the way within 40 feet of Highway 121,
and for long stretches, no more than s feet in elevation above it. The road is clearly
visible from the highway in many places. Many Iocations along that roadway offer long
Iines of sight and few obstacles. Two stretches each about 1000 feet long are quite
straight offering long lines of sight, not inferior to the Circle Oaks Drive/121 intersection
Iine of sight. Intervening trees are sparse at many sites.

See the next three pictures, taken along Highway 121 at approx. 0.9 and 1.4 miles north
of the Circle Oaks Drive intersection.
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Highway 121 appmx 1. 4 miles north of Circle Oaks Drive, a second Iong stmight stretch. In the left-hand
photo, the farm frontage mad is in front of the dead gmssy foliage, in the second the mad passes through
the shadow of the trees Iining Highway 121. As can be seen, the farm mad is perhaps 3 feet higher than the
highway, and parallel to it.

It appears to the lay person that, armed with a bulldozer and wire clipper to deal with the
fence, a safe, virtually flat, and environmentally friendly, entrance to the Walt Ranch from
121 could be created at any of several spots with a few hours' work.

3c, Pedestrian safety on Circle Oaks Drive.

The county's responses to Petition Commentators s and 6 regarding pedestrian safety
on Circle Oaks drive cite Mitigation Measure 4.7-3:

4. 7-3: Advance warning signs (e-g., "Intersedion Ahead" and/or"Truck Cmssing Ahead':) shall be
posted on Circle Oaks Drive and Country Club Lane wnsistent with Napa County sign placement
standards to alert motorists of an intersection ahead

Here the County response totally misses the point. Commentators are expressing
concern about pedestrian traffic on Circle Oaks Drive. To recap: This is a community
without sidewalks or playgrounds, and in most stretches of COD, little to no road
shoulders. Pedestrians, including children, must walk in the street. Children play in the
street, and teens skateboard in the street, people walk dogs.

We do not agree that placing signs stating "Intersection Ahead" or "Truck
Crossing Ahead" will decrease the likelihood of collisions between heavy vehicles
and pedestrians on a steep, twisting road featuring short lines of sight. (There will
not be any truck crossings along Circle Oaks Drive- the Walt Project trucks will
shoot straight up and down COD)
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The most dangerous portion of COD is a steep grade featuring an S curve, between the
Sunnyhill Lane and Rockrose Court intersections. Two driveways one on each side of
COD exit below the blind curves, these are at 211 and 218 Circle Oaks Drive. Line of
site is short there. We measured a 95.0' Iine of site travelling downhill on the S curve.
The bottom of that line of site is the driveway of 211 COD. It is on the south side, the
lane which is used by vehicles travelling downhill. We measured an 1 8% grade on this
section of Circle Oaks Drive. This grade is too steep to meet current Napa County
guidelines for residential roads.

Reference: Napa County Road & Street Standards; Revised January 26, 2016
{Resolution 2016.06}
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Pictures illustrating blind curves, short lines of sight on steep grade of Circle Oaks Drive. The house visible on the left is
at 218 Cirde Oaks Drive.

We believe that pedestrian and heavy equipment traffic are incompatible on this road.

Frankly, your response to reasonable concerns about pedestrian safety - that adding a
couple of signs solves the problem - is insulting and shows a cavalier disregard for
human Iife.

We would suggest that a more adequate mitigation would be for the Project to Iay
sidewalks along the length of Circle Oaks Drive to enable pedestrians safe
passage.

The FEIR is deficient in that it fails to analyze the dangers to pedestrian traffic
from heavy equipment on Circle Oaks Drive.
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3d. Environmental concerns r/t the Use of Circle Oaks Drive not addressed in EIR

Response to comment 011-32

"Circle Oaks Drive, including the 200-foot segment mentioned in this comment,
has been used to access the project site for years... Construction and
operational equipment for the existing vineyam on the propert5r has utilized this
entrance without requiring widening, paving, or tree removal at the entrance of
the property.?

Although the access road off of Circle Oaks Drive is currently being used to service the
small present vineyard, residents along the road do not report seeing heavy-duty
operational vehicles, such as large grape transporters, using the road. Only smaller
trailers and farm vehicles have been seen. It is doubtful that the current Circle Oaks

entrance could be used for the larger vehicles needed during both the construction
phase and the operational phase for 200+ acres of vineyards without alteration.

As stated before, the County agrees with this opinion in at least one place, that is
response to comment 1022-7

"There will be some tree removal on the Walt Ranch property associated with
improving the entrance to the project site at the end of Cirde Oaks Drive"

JU

The two pictures below show 2-lane Circle Oaks Drive entering the Walt property where
its extension - which serves both the Water Distrid facility and the Walt Ranch -
becomes a 1-.lane road with a s mph speed limit (small white sign on left side of right-
hand picture). (Just for fun, how many deer can you spot in the left-hand picture?) .
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As the three pictures below show from different angles, the access road, once it leaves
the Circle Oaks Drive extension takes an immediate hard right turn (90 degree). The
width of the COD extension going into the curve is 11 '9". The tight turns at the entrance
cannot be easily navigated by large construction vehicles and operational vehicles such
as grape carriers, without substantial modification which would include re-alignment and
tree removal.
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A few yards down the road is a tight curve. The access road is a narrow unpaved track,
a typical farm access road, best suited to serve relatively small, preferably 4-wheel drive,
vehicles.

The next picture gives an idea of the quality of the Walt access road at its entrance. The
width of the access road at the gated entrance is approx. 1 0'9". The gate posts are set
10'8" apart.

61 s
f

-i

11
j

( I
Looking through Walt access gate.

Road realignment and perennial stream/wetland

Just past the entry gate, less than a yard (behind the tree to the right of the gate in the
picture above), a perennial stream has been diverted to a culvert to run under the
azess road. The FEIR response to Comment 1139-4 is incorrect in calling this a
drainage, rather than a Class 11 (perennial) stream. Indeed the road map in the DEIR,
figure-11, clearly shows the azess road from Circle Oaks Drive crossing a blue line
stream at that point. A person who has resided in the house adjacent to the Walt
property for over 30 years affirms that the stream runs year round.
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In the Ieft-sided picture below, what looks like a ditch visible to right of tree is actually the
deeply incised stream as it emerges from the culvert underneath the entrance to the
Walt access road. Note the Calla Lily, most clearly visible in the right hand picture - not
a native, but a plant requiring year-round moist soil.
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%

The stream originates a few hundred yards to the southwest of the access road, where
year-round seeps flow out of the steep hillsides onto what is now the Circle Oaks Water
District facility. (Noted as visible in a preceding photograph). Before the facility was
built, the seeps came together to form a marsh from which the stream originated. The
marsh or pond was perhaps an acre in size, and a Iong-time resident recalls personally
stocking it with catfish for recreational fishing. The Water Distrid paved over most of the
wetland, channeling the water under the pavement and erecting structures upon it, an
action which, these days, would likely be dismuraged.
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Surface water seeps out of hillsides behind and to the Ieft of water tower. Pipes and dmins channel the
water under the asphalt of the facility. The water flows under the Water District office building (houselike
stmcture).

However, the entire wetland was not destroyed. As the following picture illustrates,
immediately downhill from the paved area, the water re-emerges, and spreads out to
replenish the remnant of the marsh.
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Voila! There is the wetland. Note the cattails. The right shows the water flowing from the
wetland into the culvert under the road. This is the wetland, you will recall, which
according to the County does not exist. Numerous frogs, amphibians of undetermined
species, can be heard croaking in the pond.
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Therefore, based on local testimony and photographic evidence, including typical
wetland flora and fauna, the FEIR response to Comment 1139-4 is incorrect in
denying the existence of a wetland in the vicinity of the access road.

If the County continues to dispute the existence of the wetland, we would invite a
representative to meet us there. Bring wading boots.

The soil in the immediate vicinity of the access road entrance is quite unstable. The
earth is gradually being pushed downhill by the water flowing down the ridge
immediately to the west. The house bordering the access road, built about 33 years
ago, has moved on its foundations, and there have been sinkholes in the back yard.
(Property noted as visible in a preceding photograph). When upgrading the access
road, engineers will need to keep this instability in mind.

To properly compare the relative cost and environmental damage related to the use of
Circle Oaks Drive vs other proposed entrances, the factors I have just cited need to be
taken into account.

The stream and wetland need to be assessed and adequate mitigation measures
applied for the potential harm from heavy vehicle traffic and likely need for road
modifications.

The question needs to be answered: would the roadbed/culvert system require
strengthening, widening or other measures to prevent damage to the perennial
stream and/or the wetland from heavy vehicle traffic?

Foreseeable use of Circle Oaks Drive access road for individual parcel access

It is foreseeable that the Walt Ranch owners plan to sell off at Ieast some of the 35
parcels of which the current property consists. Each property will carry the right to build
a home and winery (or event center as they are now known) on their parcel. There is
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the potential for 35 homes and wineries on the Walt Ranch to apply for use permits for
visitation. If the current project establishes the precedent of Circle Oaks Drive as the
primary access point to the property, it will be difficult to change at a Iater date. Circle
Oaks Drive, with all of its deficits, could become quite heavily travelled, possibly with
hundreds of wineiy visitors daily, since the County has thus far demonstrated a
reluctance to consider cumulative impacts as a reason to limit visitation when multiple
wineries share narrow rural roads. 40% of wineries surveyed in the County admit to
exceeding the terms of their use permits. With Circle Oaks as the primary access road,
we could look forward to a decades of residents repeatedly contesting winery requests
for visitation and events, and attempting to document violations of use permits, an
onerous process with poor likelihood of success.

The County has stated that parcel sell-off and build-out, even if foreseeable, is not part
of the Cumulative Impacts of this project, because the project does not increase the
rights or likelihood of home/winery building on the Ranch. This may be a valid
argument. However, designating Circle Oaks as the access road for the Walt Project,
with the likelihood of future development using that road, should be considered as
among the cumulative impacts of the Walt project. Since each winery application will, in
and of itself, contribute only a small incremental increase in traffic on Circle Oaks Drive,
they are likely to be granted, despite being contested by residents. The Walt Ranch EIR
process stands as the only real chance the public has to forestall COD, a residential
road, being overrun by a level of traffic it was never designed to handle.

The EIR is deficient in that it fails to account for the foreseeable traffic impacts of
development of individual properties on Circle Oaks Drive, if the COD access road
is designated as the primary access road for the property.

Cumulative impacts of use of Circle Oaks Drive as Primary Access Point

As these comments, and those of other commentators to this document and the
DEIR demonstrate, we believe that use of Circle Oaks Drive as the primary access
point for the project creates cumulative impacts, which could be avoided relatively
easily by selecting a primary access point further north along highway 121.

These impacts include:

*

*

*

@

*

*

@

pedestrian safety
potential road damage to Circle Oaks Drive, which the County now rates
in poor condition
potential damage to Circle Oaks Water District infrastructure lying
under Circle Oaks Drive

potential for impacts on blue-line stream and wetlands at entrance to
Circle Oaks access road

disturbance to Circle Oaks residents due to noise from construction/

operational vehicles.
likelihood of need for modifications/realignment, including tree removal
at entrance to Circle Oaks access road.

likelihood of vastly increased traffic on Circle Oaks Drive as wineries
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are established and visitation rights granted

We believe that the comments above adequately demonstrate that significant
safety and environmental concerns exist related to the use of Circle Oaks Drive to
access the project, and that insufficient analysis has been produced of the
environmental and safety conditions of Circle Oaks Drive as well as of the
feasibility of the alternate access roads.

Therefore, we believe that the County should require that the consideration of the
alternative access roads should be reopened. We ask that the Project scout the
access road along 121 for alternate entrances which are economically,
environmentally, and safetywise feasible.

If the applicant continues to assert that no modification of the Circle Oaks access
road is necessary, we would request that they, or future owners, be required, as a
condition of project approval, to file a new Erosion Control Plan related to the
road if they should, at any time in the future, decide that modifications to the
Circle Oaks Drive access road entrance are in fact necessary.

4. Lack of Mitigation for Loss of Carbon Sequestration due to Clearing of Trees
and other Vegetation.

The DEIR, in 6.1.4-I Cumulative Effects Air Quality, Climate Change states that carbon
sequestration will be accomplished as follows.

a Conservation of carbon sequestration from the avoidance of woodland
conversion, deforestation, and /oss of sequestration due to Iand use change.

It goes on to speak of

"the sequestration of carbon due to the preservation of woodlands. aaa"

We agree with Ron Cowan, who has submitted another round of comments for the
Quercus Group. He states:

Avoided forest conversion doesn't mitigate either direct or indirect forest
conversion GHG emissions.

As Mr. Cowen references, the State has set goals for reductions in carbon emissions for
2020, 2040 and 2050. County Climate Action Plans, such as the Solano CAP
referenced by the DEIR, were initiated in response to AB 32 which was the first to set
quantitative goals for cutting emissions of carbon. The plans must establish a GHG
accounting system, which compares actual baselines of carbon emissions (balanced by
any carbon removal systems such as vegetation) with actual emissions/sequestration at
the goal date. Pretend mitigations, such as not cutting down even more trees, do not
affect this balance sheet. In simple Ianguage, by clearing woodlands, the project
decreases carbon sequestration, resulting in a net increase to the County's carbon
footprint. Conserving trees on site (or anywhere else for that matter) does not
compensate for that loss, because it does not decrease the County's carbon footprint.
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The on-going carbon sequestration of conserved trees is not "due to" the enactment of a
conservation easement. It is already happening. The conserved trees were never at
risk of being cut down, and they do not magically start to conserve more carbon to
compensate for the Iost trees.

If the County is to meet goals of decreasing measured GHG emissions, per state
mandate, some other entity will have the burden of either decreasing their emissions or
increasing their carbon sequestration to compensate for the Walt deforestation. The
GHG costs of this project are being externalized.

In November, 2015, after the close of the comment period on the DEIR but before the
release of the FEIR, the California Supreme Court issued its ruling in Center for
Biological Diversity v. Cal. Dept. of Fish and Game. We understand this was the first
time the Supreme Court has weighed on the question of how GHG emissions impacts
are to be addressed under CEQA. The FEIR does not indicate whether the DE?R's

methodology has been reviewed for adequacy in Iight of this court decision. Please
explain whether and how the DEIR/FEIR's approach to analysis and mitigation of GHG
impacts satisfies the requirements of the recent Supreme Court ruling.

The EIR is incomplete in that it does not specify how the Project will mitigate for
the Ioss of carbon sequestration of the cleared woodlands.

s. Land and Soil Instability.

As the EIR acknowledges, Circle Oaks is built on unstable soils, comprising shale,
mudstone, sandstone, and siltstone. Ancient landslides can be traced throughout this
area, testifying to the mobility of the earth. Our prior submission documented evidence
of recent Iandslides, mudslides and road slippage, and other commenters are submitting
additional evidence.

On March 13/l4'h of this year, Highway 121, about 2 miles south of Circle Oaks slumped
after heavy rains. The road was closed for almost two weeks, and will be one-lane only
for several weeks to months, pending repairs. The photo below, taken from Google
Earth, documents the presence of large vineyards (Pahlmeyer) 400 yards above the
road, on the ridge directly above the slump. While we cannot at present prove that the
deforestation of the ridge top caused the damage, it is beyond dispute that trees, better
than grape plants, capture, delay and disperse the runoff (both surface and subsurface)
from heavy downpours, decreasing the chances of damage to both structures and
infrastrudures below them.
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The Walt Projed proposes to deforest large areas in the ridgetops above Circle Oaks.
We continue to contest the assertion that conversion of woodlands to vineyards will not
adversely impact the homes and roads of the Circle Oaks community.

We do not accept the soil loss calculations that seemingly demonstrate that vines hold
moisture and sediment better than trees, as this runs counter to the decades of
experien> of the experts we have consulted. These assertions are not credible.

When added to the fad that the project Iies along a seismically active area, the Green
Valley Fault, the potential for catastrophic failure of "best Iaid erosion control plans" is too
high for the vulnerable residents of this area to accept.

We assert that these numerous examples of the incomplete nature of this FEIR,
along with those submitted by other commenters, require that the document be
rewritten to amend its flagrant defects and recirculated.

Thank you once again for the opportunity to comment.

OdA /
Nancy Tamarisk
Chair

Napa Sierra Club
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Napa Sierra Club, p.o. Box 5531, Napa, CA 94581

April 4, 2016

Mr Morrison, and County Planners;

Thank you for this additional opportunity to comment on the Walt project. We recognize
that this is an unusual privilege and imposes an additional burden on the County and the
applicant.

We find that this FEIR is still incomplete and should not be certified. It does not provide
information in all areas as required by CEQA. Responses to commenters are rife with
evasion, reference to irrelevant mitigations, and cursory analyses of problematic issues.

To cite a few examples:
" the County maintains there is no wetland at the entrance road off of Circle Oaks

Drive. Anyone who visits the site can plainly see the wetland.
" the document simply ignores data from a structural engineer about potential for

catastrophic failure of Circle Oaks Drive, dumping sewage into Capell Creek
" the County refers to a drainage under the entrance road. Instead, its own

maps show a perennial stream
" the FEIR fails to answer a direct question we asked about how 24,000 trees
are to be disposed of

Most of these flaws noticed by Iay people who lack the time, expertise, deep pockets,
and access to the land itself, to thoroughly vet this EIR. We come away distrusting the
supposedly non-biased work of AES, and wondering what even greater faults would be
uncovered were a team of neutral experts to examine this document and the Iand itself.
This EIR lacks credibility.

Additionally, we note how difficult it was for us and other commenters to obtain expert
testimony. The Circle Oaks Water Distrid, a county agency, spent weeks seeking a
hydrologist. They were turned down by several experts who were too intimidated to go
up against the wine industry, fearing that they would be blackballed. This experience
was replicated again and again, as experts would offer us advice anonymously, but
refuse to commit themselves on paper. Others stated they would have been fired if they
had worked on this project and provided honest analyses. The game is rigged.

In conclusion, this FEIR needs more work. It is not ready for certification.

Respectfully,

'?'(g/ -? ??.
Nancy Tamarisk
Chair, Napa Sierra Club
napaquail@gmail.com, 257.3121


